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Despite the fact that 1 month of solar illumination contains vastly more energy
than is stored in all of the earth’s coal, oil, and natural gas reserves, solar power
makes up much less than 1% of our power supply. The main reason for this discrep-
ancy is the Cost/Watt of solar electricity. Traditional single-junction semiconductor
solar cells are limited to a power conversion efficiency of approximately 30%, known
as the Shockley-Queisser (SQ) limit. When photons with energy significantly greater
than the bandgap energy of the semiconductor are absorbed, electrons and holes are
generated with excess kinetic energy, so-called hot carriers. This extra energy is
dissipated, e.g. by phonon emission (interaction with lattice). Further, for photons
with energy below the bandgap energy, the absence of absorption results in no power
generation.
Attempts to indirectly surpass the efficiency limit have been suggested us-
ing multiple junctions, multi-exciton generation, or the addition of an intermediate
band within the semiconductor bandgap; however, many challenges remain for these
concepts. In the thesis, we will describe the methods and the underlying physics of
photon detection and power conversion of both high and low energy photons using
hot carrier effects before they lose their excess energy to heat.
For the absorption of high-energy photons, devices utilizing plasmonic nanos-
tructures or three-layer stacks (transparent conductor-insulator-metal) can be used
to generate and collect the hot carriers. We show experimental photocurrent genera-
tion from both monochromatic and broadband light sources, and uniform absorption
for normal and oblique incident illumination. Power conversion efficiencies >10%
are predicted with optimized structures. Excitation of the surface plasmon reso-
nances further improves the device performance. In addition, we present a route to
beating the SQ limit based on sub-bandgap photon absorption in a nanostructured
metal contact followed by hot carrier injection. Our results provide a new pathway
for high-efficiency photovoltaics that can be implemented using standard fabrication
processes.
From a materials point-of-view, noble metals (gold and silver) are almost ex-
clusively used in hot carrier plasmonic devices; however, many other materials may
offer advantages for collecting hot carriers. We present results for several materi-
als and show their potential applicability for hot carrier excitation and extraction.
By considering the hot carrier distributions based on the electron density of states
for the materials, we predict the preferred hot carrier type for collection and their
expected performance under different illumination conditions.
By combining these concepts, hot carrier generation and collection can be
exploited over a large range of incident wavelengths spanning the UV, visible, and IR.
Further work is also suggested to more fully explore the potential of this phenomenon
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Background
1.1 Overview
The field of plasmonics, which involves the coupling of light and free electron
charge densities, has evolved rapidly over the past decade as a result of advances
in nanofabrication techniques. Metallic nanostructures have enabled high electro-
magnetic field intensities near metal interfaces and have led to a range of devices
including modulators, lasers, amplifiers, photovoltaic (PV) devices, sensors, nano-
circuit elements, etc. [1–9, 11–16]. Surface plasmon interactions can typically be
divided into two categories: localized surface plasmons (LSP) and propagating sur-
face plasmon polaritons (SPP). For both cases, an incident electromagnetic wave
couples to the free charges in the metal and creates a coupled oscillation at the
metal-dielectric interface. These oscillations are typically confined to a small vol-
ume and lead to high field intensities. Larger metallic particles (∼100 nm) cause
enhanced scattering of the incident light, while smaller particles (∼10s nm) lead to
enhanced absorption [17,20].
Traditionally, plasmonic structures have been applied to PV devices to increase
the absorption within the semiconductor. However, the emerging field of hot carrier
plasmonics is fundamentally different because the light is absorbed within the metal
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to generate the so-called hot carriers (i.e. carriers with excess kinetic energy);
therefore, the devices are based on metallic absorption rather than semiconductor
absorption. In order to achieve high efficiency hot carrier generation and collection,
significant light absorption in the metal is necessary through the coupling of incident
light into surface plasmons [114,116,117]. The boosted light absorption contributes
to the enhancement of hot carrier generation and consequently increases the device
efficiency. Therefore, the surface plasmon effect is often employed in hot carrier-
based devices. Hot carrier generation and collection enables utilization of energy
that is usually lost in a conventional semiconductor device due to thermalization
(i.e. phonon generation and heat dissipation resulting from absorption of high
energy photons) and sub-bandgap photon loss (i.e. lack of absorption of low energy
photons).
Research on the hot carrier effect dates back to the early twentieth cen-
tury [22, 23]. Strictly speaking, the earliest experiments were the studies of pho-
toemission, in which the incident photons excite electrons to higher energy states
in metal, and the excited electrons with sufficiently high energy (greater than the
work function of the metal) are able to escape from the metal into vacuum. Early
experiments were mainly conducted in a vacuum chamber to prevent gases from im-
peding the flow of photoelectrons, and to also prevent the metal from being oxidized.
These experiments on photoemission served mainly to understand the light-metal
interaction, work function of metals and hot carrier generation and transport prop-
erties. For example, in copper and silver, the photoemission spectrum of electrons
were comprehensively studied [95] to analyze the inelastic scattering of the excited
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electrons. Endriz et al. [24] observed for the first time the photoemission induced
by surface plasmon decay on a roughened aluminum surface, which in many ways
paved the way for the study of hot carrier plasmonics.
In the late 1900s, the internal photoemission effect started to draw more at-
tention, where rather than escaping into vacuum and becoming free carriers, the
photo-generated hot electrons are injected through a barrier layer into a solid-state
counter-electrode (either a metal or a semiconductor). Photocurrent induced by
visible photons in metal-insulator-metal tunnel junctions was reported to aid in the
understanding of the potential barrier shape at the metal-oxide interface [25,97,113].
Kovacs et al. [93] also studied the transport properties of hot carriers excited by
high-energy photons (deep UV) and particles (argon ions). Braunstein et al. [100]
considered hot electron attenuation during its traversal through the conduction band
of the oxide layer in the opposite direction of the electric field as a result of scattering
and other energy and momentum loss processes. As for the metal-semiconductor
Schottky junction, Chan et al. [99] interpreted the internal photoemission mecha-
nisms using a modified Fowler theory by incorporating a realistic peaked distribution
of electron density of states (EDOS) in metals and considering hot carrier scattering
and multiple reflection in thin metal films.
Despite extensive research on the photoemission effect, the work has mainly
focused on the underlying physics of bulk structures, with only a few works ex-
ploring the possibility of energy extraction and other applications using this ef-
fect. The generation of hot carriers is very important to the operation of many
semiconductor devices and detectors. For example, Gunn diodes, which display
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negative differential resistance, operate based on hot electrons generated by strong
electric fields [66]. Over the past few years, however, various hot carrier-based de-
vices leveraging the excess kinetic energy of electrons excited directly by incident
photons or by surface plasmon decay, have been drawing substantially increasing
interest owing to the advancement of plasmonics and a new understanding of the
useful applications enabled by this phenomenon. These hot carrier-based devices
have several advantages over ones based on semiconductors alone. Specific benefits
included tunable absorption, higher energy transfer per incident photon due to se-
lective collection of high energy carriers, generation of carriers from sub-bandgap
photons, and short thermalization times [26–28, 87], which have been used to alter
chemical processes [29–31], to enable advanced energy conversion and photon detec-
tion [32–34,79,82,92,94,105,114,134,139], for nanoscopy [35], to modify thermally
induced processes [36, 37, 136], to induce structure phase transition [38], etc. Hot
carriers have extensive applications in photodetection [79, 82, 105, 114, 139], pho-
tovoltaics [92, 94, 134], photochemistry [31, 39], inducing phase transition [38] and
luminescence [40] and etc.
Figure 1.1 shows the two basic structures that have been used to generate
and collect hot carriers in metals: (i) Metal-Insulator-Metal (M-I-M) structures and
(ii) Metal-Semiconductor (M-S) Schottky junctions. In either case, light is incident
on the structure and is predominantly absorbed in one metallic contact (the left
contact in Fig. 1.1(a)), which can be nanostructured to excite surface plasmons.
The absorption either leads to the direct generation of hot carriers, or to surface
plasmons, which subsequently decay into hot carriers. These carriers will diffuse,
4
Figure 1.1: Schematic diagrams showing the operational principle of
hot carrier plasmonic devices. (a) Absorption in the first layer of a
Metal-Insulator-Metal (M-I-M) device generates hot electrons with ki-
netic energy great enough to traverse the insulating gap. (b) Illustration
of a Metal-Semiconductor (M-S) hot carrier plasmonic device based on
a Schottky interface.
and a fraction of them will find their way to the dielectric or semiconductor interface
and will traverse it. For the M-I-M structure, a net current will flow based on the
absorption profile within each metal and on the voltage established by the energy
barrier for carriers to travel from one metal to the other. A similar effect is found
for M-S devices with a Schottky junction.
1.2 Semiconductor-Free Hot Carrier Devices
Traditional photodetectors rely on semiconductor absorption to generate electron-
hole pairs that result in photocurrent; however, hot carrier devices that exploit
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metallic absorption do not need to include a semiconductor. Thus, simple struc-
tures can be constructed out of metals and dielectrics to achieve hot carrier current
upon photo-excitation. One semiconductor-free approach can be achieved based on
a simple M-I-M structure.
To determine the expected photocurrent from semiconductor-free hot carrier
plasmonic devices, we simulated the response of various M-I-M structures. Figure
1.2 shows two devices: an M-I-M device based on a transparent conducting electrode
(indium tin oxide, ITO) and a grating-based M-I-M device. Both structures result
in preferential photon absorption on one side of the device. The M-I-M based on a
transparent conducting electrode benefits from ease of fabrication, while maintain-
ing large absorption of short wavelengths, whereas the grating structure provides
an absorption spectrum with tunable resonances determined by the pitch, width,
and height of the grating (Fig. 1.2(d)). For a planar ITO-Al2O3-Au structure (Fig.
1.2(a)), nearly all of the absorption occurs in the Au layer, making it an excellent
candidate for a hot carrier plasmonic device. Light incident on the device passes
through the glass, ITO, and Al2O3 with negligible absorption (<1%). Upon striking
the Au surface an appreciable amount of light is absorbed within the first 20-40 nm
of the film (e.g. ∼70% of the 460 nm light is absorbed within the first 30 nm). This
satisfies two important criteria for an M-I-M hot carrier device: preferential absorp-
tion in only one conductor and absorption near the conductor-insulator interface.
The simulated transparent conducting electrode device has a power conversion effi-
ciency of ∼3% for 400 nm illumination and can reach ∼11% if the electron density
of states is modified [94,99,118,139,140].
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Figure 1.2: Optoelectronic simulations of hot carrier plasmonic devices.
(a) Absorption simulation for an ITO-Al2O3-Au planar structure. High
absorption is shown only on the Au side of the Au-Al2O3 interface. (b)
The absorption difference between gold and ITO is large at short wave-
lengths. (c) Photocurrent-voltage characteristic shows photodetectors
expected response and power generation (upper right quadrant of the
current-voltage characteristic for this device). The applied voltage is the
relative voltage drop between the bottom electrode and top electrode.
(d) Absorption profile for a grating device coated with a thin layer of
ITO on top as the top electrode. The width and height of the grating is
500 nm and 50 nm respectively, and the width of the slit is 100 nm. (e)
Preferential absorption occurs in the grating, leading to a large absorp-
tion difference and hence the hot carriers flow from the grating to the
thin film. (f) Photocurrent-voltage characteristic for the structure show-
ing power generation in the upper left quadrant. Note the photocurrent
increases as the applied voltage increases, which is different from (c).
This is because the top layer is the main absorber in this case.
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In order to achieve a large net photoresponse from an M-I-M hot carrier device,
an asymmetric absorption profile is necessary. Further, the absorption should occur
near the metal-insulator interface to aid in carrier traversal across the insulating
barrier. In Fig. 1.2, the asymmetric absorption profile was obtained through either
the use of a transparent metal contact (ITO), which absorbs negligible amounts of
the incident light, or through the coupling to grating resonances, which yields higher
fields and absorption in the grating compared to the thin Au film.
Many M-I-M geometries are possible, and we highlight three examples (Fig.
1.3). A planar geometry is the simplest to fabricate; however, achieving strong
absorption in only one layer near the metal-insulator interface is difficult. Two routes
have shown promise: (i) through the use of a low absorption, transparent conducting
layer as discussed above [139] or (ii) through prism coupling to propagating surface
plasmon modes [92]. A second promising direction is the use of nanoparticles or
gratings [105]. Depending upon the design, the nanostructures can be used to
either absorb the incident light or to scatter the light into the lower layer, where it
is absorbed (Fig. 1.3(b)). A third option is the use of vertical nanostructures, such as
nanowires or nanotubes. Nanowire arrays have proven advantages for photovoltaic
applications because they enable a decoupling of the absorption length and the
carrier diffusion length, because light is absorbed in the vertical direction, while
carriers are collected horizontally. Similar advantages can be achieved for hot carrier
devices (Fig. 1.3(c)).
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Figure 1.3: Three simple geometries for light absorption and subsequent
hot carrier collection. (a) planar, (b) nanoparticle, (c) 3D nanowire or
vertical nanostructure.
1.3 Sub-Bandgap Photocurrent In Semiconductors
In addition to M-I-M structures, M-S devices composed of metal nanostruc-
tures on a semiconductor can also lead to hot carrier excitation in the metal and
subsequent collection within the semiconductor [79,115]. Because the absorption is
in the metal rather than the semiconductor, the incident photons do not need to
have energy greater than the semiconductor bandgap energy in order to generate
carriers. Thus, hot electron injection can enable sub-bandgap photo-detection.
Figure 1.4 shows one such device: a near IR detector made from Si and Au,
with illumination from the Si side. As the period is increased, the absorption (which
occurs in the metal) is red-shifted. As a result, the absorption peak can be tuned
throughout the near IR where the Si is non-absorbing. The energetic carriers excited
within the Au are injected into the Si and collected by an Ohmic contact. For
photons with sufficiently low energy (λ > 2µm), carrier injection can be aided by
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Figure 1.4: Tunable hot carrier plasmon photodetector. (a) Schematic
of Si-Au-based device capable of detecting sub-bandgap photons due to
plasmonic excitation and hot carrier injection into the Si. (b) Simulated
absorption for the structure in (a) with an Au height of 15 nm and varied
periodicity. As the period is increased, the absorption peak is red-shifted
toward the IR.
the application of an applied external bias.
1.4 Hot Carrier Energy Converters
A large discrepancy exists between the maximum solar energy conversion ef-
ficiency predicted by the Carnot limit (95%) and that of the best-reported single
junction solar cell (29.1%) [41]. This difference arises as a result of both extrin-
sic losses (e.g. series resistance, parasitic recombination, contact shadowing, etc.)
and intrinsic losses (e.g. fundamental thermodynamic losses) [42]. Extrinsic loss ac-
counts for less than 3% of the total loss in the record GaAs single junction solar cell;
however, the intrinsic thermalization loss through phonon emission, along with the
sub-bandgap photons not absorbed by the semiconductor, comprise the two main
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loss mechanisms (∼46% loss in efficiency) for a single semiconductor junction solar
cell.
The thermalization loss is the result of the energy mismatch between the en-
ergy of the incident photon and the energy of the collected electron-hole pair (see
Fig. 1.5). A typical solar cell is made from a semiconductor with a p-n junction (in
addition to window layers), which is able to absorb photons above the semiconduc-
tor bandgap energy. The absorption results in the generation of carriers, which can
be collected. If the incident photon has energy in excess of the bandgap energy, that
energy is transferred to the excited carriers; however, the carriers will quickly (on
the timescale of pico- to nanoseconds) relax down to the semiconductor bandgap
through the emission of phonons, i.e. lattice vibrations. These phonons generally
represent a large loss mechanism. For example, if a 3.0 eV photon is incident on a
1.1 eV bandgap semiconductor, an energy loss of 1.9 eV is expected. Additionally, if
the incident photon has energy below the energy of the semiconductor bandgap, all
of the photons energy will be lost due to its inability to excite electron-hole pairs in
the semiconductor.
In order to avoid these losses, a number of approaches have been attempted.
These concepts are often referred to as the third generation photovoltaics. The
most successful approach to date is the use of multiple semiconductors with dif-
ferent bandgaps [43–50, 67–69]. This approach allows one to reduce the energy
mismatch between the semiconductor bandgap and the incident photon energy by
sending photons within a specific energy band to a particular bandgap material.
Each material contains a p-n junction, which can be connected electrically to form
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Figure 1.5: Thermalization loss mechanism. (a) Absorption of a high
energy photon results in energy loss as the carrier relaxes down to the
semiconductor bandgap. (b) Incident power flux from the sun (red)
compared to the generated power flux from GaAs (blue) and Si (green).
Power is lost from high energy photons due to thermalization. Low
energy photons result in a loss due to their inability to excite electron-
hole pairs.
a multi-junction device. This approach has resulted in a record solar cell with an
efficiency of 46.0% [51], recovering an additional 16.9% of the total possible power
when compared to the record single-junction device. In order to achieve efficien-
cies greater than 50%, further material developments are needed [46, 52, 68]. While
multi-junction solar cells have surpassed the efficiency of single-junction devices,
they require the union of different semiconductor materials that must be lattice-
matched, strain-compensated, or formed into multiple adjacent devices (e.g. using
spectrum splitting concepts) [68].
Other approaches to recovering the energy loss due to thermalization include
multi-carrier excitation [55–57, 70, 72–75] and semiconductor-based hot carrier col-
lection [58–63, 76–78]. Carrier multiplication effects are similar to impact ioniza-
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tion effects in traditional semiconductors [64]; however, these effects are typically
very small in bulk materials. In nanoscale semiconductor structures (e.g. quantum
dots), quantum confinement effects can amplify this phenomenon to a measureable
amount. Collection of hot electrons from a semiconductor has proven difficult due
to short thermalization times (∼ps); however, results of Kempa et al. suggest that
these effects are observable in ultrathin semiconductor film devices [62]. In general,
all the third generation devices have been confined to efficiencies below the single-
junction limit based on real-world difficulties that are unique to each technology. As
stated in this thesis, the hot carrier generation/collection in metals is nonetheless a
promising alternative to these concepts.
While efficiencies of >80% are the ultimate goal, plasmonic devices can be
used in conjunction with traditional photovoltaic devices to improve their efficiency.
Figure 1.6 shows a hybrid hot carrier plasmonic device coupled to a traditional solar
cell. Rather than capture all of the light in the plasmonic structure, the metal in
the M-I-M device is only used to capture high energy photons that are typically lost
in a standard PV device (e.g. due to absorption in the passivating window layer)
and separately the sub-bandgap photons are captured in the M-S device. Figure
1.6 shows one example, but various tandem or spectrum splitting schemes can be
used. Here, the spectrum is broken up into three spectral regions and the photons
are sent to the appropriate device.
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Figure 1.6: Schematic of a hybrid hot carrier effect solar device. A tra-
ditional solar cell is used to absorb a fraction of the solar spectrum and
the hot carrier devices are used to capture photons that are usually inef-
ficiently converted to energy in a traditional photovoltaic device. Thus,
any added power generated by the plasmonic device will increase the
total efficiency above that of the traditional PV device.
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1.5 Outline of This Thesis
Many opportunities exist for using hot carrier effects in metals to create new
detectors and solar energy harvesters. By taking advantage of concepts developed
in plasmonics, devices can be tuned throughout the UV, visible, and IR ranges
using a combination of metals, semiconductors, and insulators. Due to the short
thermalization timescales associated with carrier cooling, ultra-fast detectors and
sensors can be enabled using these concepts.
This thesis mainly consists of three topics: planar hot carrier devices, novel
materials for hot carrier plasmonics, and a new high efficiency photovoltaic device
exploiting hot carrier effects in metals. In the next two chapters, we present a
new hot carrier device structure based on a transparent conducting oxide (TCO)
electrode that enables efficient hot carrier generation and collection independent of
incident illumination angle. The device consists of a simple TCO-insulator-metal
(TCO-I-M) structure and requires no special coupling mechanism for the incident
light. The hot carrier generation yields a wavelength dependent open-circuit voltage,
and the device can be applied either for power generation or as a photodetector. Be-
cause the TCOs absorption is minimal, most of the incident light is absorbed in the
metal layer and in the vicinity of the oxide interface, leading to highly anisotropic
hot carrier flow and predicted power conversion efficiencies >10% under optimal
conditions. We demonstrate that either using a traditional noble metal, like gold,
or a naturally-abundant, but not widely used in the hot carrier field, like aluminum,
can contribute to effective hot carrier generation and collection. In the following
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chapter, we present the hot carrier energy distributions for 16 different materi-
als (including metals, alloys, and nanostructures) based on the electron density of
states (EDOS) determined by first principle calculations or experiments from the
literature. We compare these distributions to the idealized distributions that would
optimize the hot carrier injection. These results are meant to outline materials
and nanostructures that might be most suitable for hot carrier collection and to
provide an alternative perspective on choosing plasmonic materials when the goal
is hot carrier generation. For the last part of the thesis, we present an additional
third generation concept able to surpass the Shockley-Queisser (SQ) limit using an
absorbing Schottky contact in conjunction with a p-n junction. This hybrid cell
design enables sub-bandgap absorption and subsequent hot carrier injection, result-
ing in additional current generation from sub-bandgap photons. This mechanism
is distinct from previous third generation hot carrier architectures, which aim to
collect additional energy from carriers that are generated from above bandgap pho-
tons, rather than sub-bandgap ones. Finally, we conclude with an outlook for future
work in the field.
Chapters 1, 2 and 4 are based on materials published in T. Gong et al., ”Hot
electron detectors and energy conversion in the UV and IR,” Proc. of SPIE 9608,
Infrared Remote Sensing and Instrumentation XXIII, 96081C, doi:10.1117/12.2187605
(2015), T. Gong et al., ”Angle-independent hot carrier generation and collection us-
ing transparent conducting oxides,” Nano Lett. 15, 147-152 (2015), and T. Gong
et al., ”Materials for hot carrier plasmonics,” Opt. Mater. Express 5, 2501-2512
(2015). Chapters 3 and 5 are based on manuscripts currently in review: T. Gong
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et al., ”Aluminum-based hot carrier plasmonics,” (submitted), and T. Gong et al.,
”Upper limit of photovoltaic efficiency using hot carrier injection,” (in review).
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Chapter 2: Angle-Independent Hot Carrier Devices With TCOs
2.1 Overview
When high-energy photons are absorbed in a semiconductor or metal, elec-
trons and holes are generated with excess kinetic energy, so-called hot carriers. This
extra energy is dissipated, e.g. by phonon emission, which results in sample heating.
Recovery of hot carriers is important for detectors, sensors, and power convertors;
however, the design and implementation of these devices is difficult due to strict
requirements on the device geometry, angle of illumination, and incident photon
wavelength. Here we present for the first time a simple, angle-independent device
based on transparent conducting electrodes that allows for the generation and col-
lection of hot carriers. We show experimental photocurrent generation from both
monochromatic and broadband light sources, uniform absorption for incident illu-
mination at up to 60◦ from the surface normal, and find an expected open-circuit
voltage in the range 1.5-3.0V. Under solar illumination, the device is one order
of magnitude more efficient than previous metal-insulator-metal designs and power
conversion efficiencies >10% are predicted with optimized structures. This approach
opens the door to new hot carrier collection devices and detectors based on trans-
parent conducting electrodes.
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The generation of electrons with sufficiently high kinetic energies, so-called
hot electrons, is important to the operation of many semiconductor devices and
detectors. For example, Gunn diodes, which display negative differential resistance,
operate based on hot electrons generated by strong electric fields [66]. Alternatively,
hot carrier generation in photovoltaic applications typically leads to energy loss.
High-energy photons create hot carriers within the semiconductor, which relax to
the bandgap through the emission of phonons and carrier collisions within pico-
to nanoseconds. This carrier cooling (or thermalization) process accounts for a
∼46% loss in the overall efficiency of a photovoltaic device when illuminated by
the solar spectrum, reducing the maximum efficiency of a single junction device to
∼33%. Indirect approaches to recovering this loss include the use of multi-junction
devices [67–69] or semiconducting nanostructures capable of generating multiple
carriers from a single photon [70–74]. While multi-junction devices have shown
great potential, the direct collection of hot electrons in semiconductor solar cells has
proven difficult [76–78].
Metal-semiconductor (M-S) interfaces have also been explored for hot carrier
devices [79–87]. When a metal is illuminated, the electrons in the Fermi gas absorb
the incident photons and generate hot electrons with energy higher than the Fermi
level. The hot electrons can be injected into the semiconductor, which forms a Schot-
tky junction with the metal, resulting in a Schottky photodetector that is capable of
generating current from photons with energy insufficient to generate carriers within
the bulk semiconductor. By exploiting localized plasmonic resonances, a silicon-gold
device was found to yield an internal quantum efficiency (IQE) of 0.01∼0.20% in
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the near-IR, [79–81] and recently an enhanced photoresponse was found for 1.25µm
illumination using an Au metamaterial absorber (MPA) on Si [83]. Similarly, in the
visible wavelength range (400-700 nm), all-solid-state devices based on TiO2-Au/Ag
nanospheres have been reported to exhibit external quantum efficiency (EQE) of
0.4%∼6.0%. [84, 86, 88] To further elucidate the physical mechanisms involved, a
first principles calculation was recently used to provide a more comprehensive the-
oretical description of the hot carrier generation process in Ag nanoparticles. [87]
An alternative, semiconductor-free approach can be achieved based on a metal-
insulator-metal (M-I-M) structure. Earlier work on M-I-M diodes showed promising
results for power conversion and transmission based on the rectification property of
these diodes under illumination in the microwave and IR wavelength range [89,90].
While operation at optical frequencies has proven difficult, low efficiency rectification
has been shown by exploiting plasmonic nanogaps [91]. Recently, a hot-carrier
based M-I-M device was proposed by F. Wang et al. using a simple Au-Al2O3-
Au junction [92]. To create anisotropic absorption, a Kretschmann prism coupling
configuration was used to couple the incident light into a surface-plasmon-polariton
(SPP) mode with the field intensity peaked at the interface between one of the Au
films and air. The absorption occurs predominantly in the top Au layer, leading to
preferential hot carrier flow from the top Au layer to the bottom one. However, due
to this coupling mechanism, SPP modes can only be excited for a particular angle
of incidence, which depends on the illumination wavelength. Therefore, for normal
incidence illumination, the predicted optimized efficiency is reduced from 2-3% to
∼0.12%.
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Here we demonstrate a new hot carrier device based on a transparent con-
ducting oxide (TCO) electrode that enables hot carrier generation and collection
independent of incident illumination angle. The device consists of a simple TCO-
insulator-metal (TCO-I-M) structure and requires no special coupling mechanism
for the incident light. The hot carrier generation yields a wavelength dependent
open circuit voltage (in the range of 1.5-3.0V), and the device can be applied either
for power generation or as a photodetector that is almost independent of applied
bias voltage within 0.5V. Because the TCOs absorption is minimal, ∼80% of the
incident light is absorbed in the metal layer and in the vicinity of the oxide inter-
face, leading to highly anisotropic hot carrier flow and predicted power conversion
efficiencies >10% under optimal conditions.
2.2 Device Fabrication and Experimental Setup
The device is fabricated by depositing an ITO layer of 30 nm thickness on
a BK-7 glass substrate with a stainless-steel shadow mask, which has 4×4 aligned
horizontal strips of 300µm width. The sputtering is performed in an AJA sputtering
unit at a rate of 70 Angstroms/minute with 200W RF power. The amorphous Al2O3
layer is deposited in a Beneq TFS 500 Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD) system at 150
Angstroms/minute. 55 operation cycles (resulting in approximately 5 nm of Al2O3)
are used to ensure accurate and conformal coverage of Al2O3 over the underlying
surface. The topmost 80 nm gold layer and 2 nm Ti adhesion layer are deposited
with another shadow mask with the 4×4 vertically aligned strips in a Temescal
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electron beam deposition system to form a cross junction for the device. Lastly,
electrical contact is made to the ITO by attaching a wire to the surface using
Chemtronics CW2400 Epoxy A and B mixture. The other contact is realized by
directly connecting a probe to the gold electrode.
The optical absorption measurement is conducted by using a 6” Labsphere
integrating sphere and a Thermo Oriel xenon lamp as the light source. The white
light from the lamp is separated into different wavelengths with a SPEX 500M spec-
trometer. The photocurrent measurement is performed under chopped illumination
of a monochromatic collimated beam from a Fianium WhiteLase Supercontinuum
laser source. For the electrical measurement, the sample is connected to a Keithley
2400 SourceMeter, acting as a voltage source and current meter, and to a SR830
DSP lock-in amplifier.
2.3 Device Design and Modeling
The performance of a hot carrier device can be determined by considering
the following processes: (i) photon absorption, (ii) hot carrier generation, (iii) hot
carrier propagation, and (iv) subsequent collection. The detailed modeling for each
process [81,92–101] is elaborated in the following subsections.
2.3.1 Device Structure and Its Working Principle
Figure 2.1(a) shows the schematic of a simple planar structure consisting of
indium tin oxide (30 nm)-aluminum oxide (5 nm)-gold (80 nm) under illumination.
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The indium tin oxide (ITO) acts as the transparent conductor and the aluminum
oxide (Al2O3) is used as the thin insulating barrier to separate ITO and Au. For
illumination wavelengths between 300 nm and 600 nm, absorption predominantly
occurs in the Au, leading to a highly anisotropic absorption profile (Fig. 2.1(a),
2.1(c)). This exponential decay in the Au promotes electrons in the Fermi gas to
higher energy states, simultaneously leaving behind empty hole states. This process
leads to preferential hot carrier generation near the Au-Al2O3 interface. These hot
carriers will subsequently diffuse, during which time they are scattered by the elec-
tron gas. The timescale of the electron-electron interaction is 500 fs [84, 101] for
gold; thereafter these carriers thermally relax producing heat by electron-phonon
scattering. Therefore, only a fraction of the carriers find their way to the Au-Al2O3
interface. Depending upon the energy and momentum of the carriers that reach
the interface, they will either traverse or tunnel through the insulating barrier, ulti-
mately being collected as photocurrent at the ITO electrode (Fig. 2.1(b)). Because
of the preferential absorption in Au, the carriers predominately flow from Au to
ITO with a voltage established by the energy barrier between the two electrodes.
Thus, for the hot carrier device, the electrodes function as the light absorber, carrier
emitter, and carrier collector simultaneously.
Once the absorption is calculated within the device, the opto-electronic re-
sponse can be determined. The photocurrent-voltage (I-V ) characteristic for the
device is obtained by the summation of the four current contributions arising from
the hot electrons and hot holes from both electrodes (see detailed model in the
following sub-section).
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of the hot carrier device and calculated perfor-
mance. (a) Cross-section of the device under normal incidence illumi-
nation. The color scale represents the spatially varying light absorp-
tion profile calculated by finite difference time domain simulation. (b)
Schematic of the hot carrier generation and injection through the insu-
lating barrier while illuminated. (c) Calculated light absorption in the
ITO layer, the Au layer, and the total absorption. (d) Calculated pho-
tocurrent under AM1.5G illumination and applied bias. The electron
density of states is assumed to be parabolic for the calculation.
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The currents depend on the incident spectrum, spatially dependent absorption,
bias voltage, electron density of states (EDOS), bandgap of the oxide, barrier height
(ΦB), and the mean-free-paths (MFP) of the carriers. The barrier height at the
interface is 0.4 eV for the calculation of optimal performance [92] and the MFPs of
Au and ITO are obtained from the literature [92,93,103–105].
2.3.2 Optical Properties of Gold
The incident light from normal incidence can drive the oscillation of the free
electrons (i.e. the plasma model) in gold, but neither at the bulk plasmon resonance
nor at the surface plasmon polariton (SPP) resonance, as can be seen from the
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where γ is the damping coefficient. Usually in a thin metal film, the damping
rate is higher than that in the bulk counterpart. This phenomenon is because a thin
metal film contains many small grains, which gives rise to additional grain-boundary
scattering for free electrons and increases losses. The damping rate in a thin metal
film is give by [142]:





where γ0 is the damping rate for the bulk metal, A is a dimensionless empirical
constant which is usually assumed to be close to unity [20, 21], vF is the Fermi
velocity of the electrons in the metal and d is the average grain size. In addition,
rough surfaces and edges of thin metal films can lead to more scattering losses [142].
The surface plasmon polariton is excited at the gold-air interface, with the
SPP frequency ωspp ≃ ωp/
√
2 = 9.76 × 1015Hz, corresponding to 195 nm illumina-
tion wavelength. The bulk plasmon frequency in gold corresponds to an incident
wavelength of ∼140 nm, thus illumination at >300 nm is unable to excite this oscil-
lation. Alternatively, the SPP could be excited if there were an appropriate grating
or prism to compensate the momentum mismatch from free space as was done in
previous experiments [92,105]; however, no such coupling mechanism is present (or
needed) in our experiment. As a result of the negative dielectric function of the
gold in the wavelength range of our experiment, light only penetrates into the metal
∼10-20 nm (i.e. skin depth), and exhibits an exponential-like absorption profile as in
Fig. 2.1(a) in this chapter. It is this exponential absorption that leads to excitation
of hot carriers.
The absorption mechanism in metal is more complicated than a simple Drude
model can describe. Specifically, the absorption in gold within the wavelength range
of 300-600 nm contains components due to both intraband free carrier absorption and
interband (d-band to conduction band) absorption [82, 84, 85]. We use a modified
analytic model [141] to calculate the dielectric function for gold. Based on this
model, the dielectric function can be described well by introducing two terms for
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Figure 2.2: Dispersion relation of the bulk plasmon (red) and surface
plasmon polariton (blue) in gold. The corresponding wavelength of in-
cident light that is able to excite the bulk plasmon is <140 nm, and the
wavelength of incident light that is able to excite the surface plasmon is
>195 nm.
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the interband transition in addition to the Drude term [141]:






























where ε∞ is the high-frequency limit dielectric constant, λ = 2πc/ω (incident light
wavelength), λp = 2πc/ωp (plasma frequency expressed as wavelength), Γp = 2πc/γ
(damping rate expressed as wavelength), λi = 2πc/ωi (interband transition fre-
quency expressed as wavelength), Γi = 2πc/γi (transition broadenings expressed as
wavelength).
As indicated in Fig. 2.3, Drude model assumes free electron oscillation and
the imaginary part of the dielectric function at long wavlengths represent the free
electron intraband transition loss. However, at short wavelengths, Drude model
fails. This is because the interband transition losses are high and play a much more
important role in the short-wavelength light absorption.
Nontheless, even in the short wavelength range, hot carrier generation has been
successfully modeled (and compared to experiments) by including the free carrier
intraband transition under the parabolic EDOS assumption [92, 105]. Reineck et
al. [84] also reported experimentally that the hot carrier generation due to the d-
band absorption was negligible in a gold nanoparticle-TiO2 junction-based device
for wavelengths shorter than 500 nm. Therefore in this chapter we model the EDOS
in two different ways to get a range of expected values to explain our experimental
results. We will consider first a simple parabolic EDOS derived from the free electron
Drude model, and then a modified EDOS which represents a peaked electron energy
distribution slightly below the Fermi-level due to the band-overlapping effect (just
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Figure 2.3: Two models used to fit the dielectric function of gold. (a)
Real part and (b) imaginary part of the dielectric function. The wave-
length of the incident light that drives the charge oscillation in gold is
within the visible range. The simple Drude model (red solid line) fits the
experimental data (markers) well enough at the long wavelength range,
but fails at the short wavelengths. The modified model (blue solid line)
incorporates additional terms for the interband transition, which domi-
nates in the light absorption at short wavelengths.
like d-band in gold) to determine the maximum available conversion efficiency.
2.3.3 Detailed Hot Carrier Generation and Transport Model






where εi is the imaginary part of the permittivity function of the absorber (e.g. Au
or ITO), ω is the angular frequency of incident light, and E(r, ω) is the electric field
at position r. Assuming one absorbed photon excites one hot electron-hole pair, the
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density of hot carriers is:
Ne(r, ω) = Nh(r, ω) = Nph(r, ω) = abs(r, ω)/h̄ω (2.5)
The density of the generated hot electrons, hot holes and the absorbed photons
are denoted as Ne(r, ω), Nh(r, ω), Nph(r, ω), respectively. And the total absorbed





For an electron with initial energy ξ′ absorbing a photon with angular fre-
quency ω, the transition rate to a new energy state, ξ(> ξf ) = ξ
′ + h̄ω, is pro-
portional to the product of the Fermi distribution function f(ξ′) and the electron
density of states (EDOS), g(ξ′). The probability density that a hot electron ends






where ξf is the Fermi level of the metal (for gold ξf ≃ 5.5 eV). The momentum
conservation selection rule for the transition is neglected for this calculation, and is
in good agreement with photoemission experiments for a range of noble metals [99].
P0(ξ, ω) is assumed to be nearly uniform given that the final state is far away from
the bandedge of the absorbing metal, and the previous result reduces to [92,93]:
P0(ξ, ω) =

1/h̄ω, ξf ≤ ξ ≤ ξf + h̄ω
0, ξ > ξf + h̄ω
(2.8)
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, ξf + h̄ωn−1 < ξ ≤ ξf + h̄ωn
(2.10)
Hot holes have a similar probability density but with an energy that lies in a
range below the Fermi level rather than above it.
Next we determine the fraction of exited carriers that reach the energy barrier.
After being excited to the higher energy level, the carriers begin to diffuse isotropi-
cally under the assumption of a perfectly parabolic energy distribution with respect
to the k-vector of the free carriers. Thus, the angular distribution of the probability
density of a hot carrier is P0(r, ξ; θ, φ) = P0(r, ξ)/4π. During the propagation of
the carriers toward the interface, they can be scattered both elastically and inelasti-
cally. We only consider the probability density of a carrier ballistically reaching the
interface without being scattered. The probability density that an excited carrier
reaches the insulating barrier is [93]:






where ∆l is the distance from the hot carriers initial position right after being ex-
cited to the interface, and λee(ξ) is the inelastic mean-free-path (MFP) of an electron
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in the metal, which varies with carrier energy ξ by the random phase approxima-
tion (RPA) [93]. For visible wavelength illumination in gold, λee is approximately
35∼40 nm. For a hot hole excited to the same amount below ξf , the MFP is similar
to that of the electron.
Next we consider the fraction of carriers that are able to traverse the insu-
lating barrier. As long as the barrier is very thin (∼4-5 nm), the barrier shape is
approximately linearly with applied bias, resulting in a trapezoidal shape for the
energy bands. For this calculation, we neglect distortions at the interface arising
from interface dipoles, traps, or metal defects in the insulating film. The probability
of a carrier getting over or through the barrier and occupying an empty state at the
metal on the other side is given by: [93]







[−k2z(ξ, θ, z′, V )]1/2 dz′
}
, ξ < max(ξf1 + ΦB1, ξf2 + ΦB2)
1, Otherwise
(2.12)
where ξf1, ξf2, ΦB1, ΦB2 are the Fermi levels and barrier heights for electrode 1
(Au) and electrode 2 (ITO) under an applied bias voltage V , respectively. dox is the
thickness of the oxide film. kz is the momentum along the direction normal to the





[ξ − Ec(V, z′)][ξ − Ec(V, z′) + ξg]
ξg




′) is the conduction band edge of the oxide layer which depends on bias
voltage V and on the position z′ inside the oxide. ξg is the bandgap of the insulator.
For amorphous Al2O3, the bandgap is ∼6 eV, which is smaller than its crystalline
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counterpart sapphire (∼8.3 eV) [93, 113]. The tunneling probability is calculated
under WKB approximation [92], which is reasonable because the variation of the
barrier across the insulator is much slower than the oscillation of the wavefunction
of the carriers. We also note that under very high bias, the state on the opposite
metal may already be occupied and the probability of transmission will be zero in
terms of the Pauli exclusion principle.
Finally, we calculate the total current by considering the total flow of all
carriers in both directions across the barrier. The total hot electron current flowing
from Au to ITO is:
IAu−ITOe (V ) =
∫ +∞
ξf1
e · nAu(ξ, V ) dξ (2.14)
where nAu(ξ, V ) is the total number of hot electrons per unit time that contribute
to photocurrent from Au to ITO, which is given by:
nAu(ξ, V ) =
∫∫∫
Φ(r,θ),θ(r),r
Nph(r)P2(ξ, θ, V )P1(r, ξ; θ)P0(r, ξ; θ, φ) dφ sin(θ)dθdr
(2.15)
In the end, the total current is the summation of the four contributions from
both hot electrons and hot holes flowing from both electrodes:
I(V ) = IAu−ITOe (V )− IITO−Aue (V )− IAu−ITOh (V ) + IITO−Auh (V ) (2.16)
In the above carrier transmission calculation, several reasonable approxima-
tions are made, which could be further refined in future calculations. Ideally, the
electrons with energy greater than the barrier height will all traverse the barrier.
However, only the carriers with high enough momentum component in the normal
direction to the interface could possibly overcome the barrier directly [94]. However,
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while traversing the barrier, carriers could be subject to scattering or other energy
or momentum loss processes [100] due to the potential energy gradient across the
junction, especially under bias. This effect makes the transmission probability dif-
ferent between the two directions (Au to ITO and ITO to Au) and always lower
than unity. In addition, the image potential caused by an image charge induced
by a hot carrier when traversing the barrier would also have an interaction with
the traversing carrier, which would effectively reduce the height and width of the
barrier [93].
2.4 Performance of the Device
2.4.1 Theoretical Photoresponse of the Device
Figure 2.1(d) shows the calculated I-V response under AM1.5G solar illumi-
nation. For V < 0, the photocurrent increases slowly with increasing negative bias,
indicating that most of the current comes from hot electrons flowing from the Au
to ITO. These electrons have high enough energy to directly traverse the barrier.
Alternatively, for V > 0, the total current drops faster with increasing bias. In this
region, the barrier height seen by the hot electrons in Au is increased and tunneling
becomes necessary for those electrons with lower energy (ΦB < ξ < ΦB + qV ), thus
causing a faster decrease in the current. With larger bias, the current flow becomes
negative as reverse electron flow from the ITO to the Au dominates the total cur-
rent. Meanwhile the hot electrons generated in Au will find no empty states in ITO
to occupy. The contribution to the currents due to the hot holes is also considered;
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Table 2.1: Calculated performance of the hot carrier device with
parabolic EDOS. EQE, PCE, and VOC represent the external quantum
efficiency, power conversion efficiency, and open-circuit voltage of the de-
vice, respectively. Higher energy incident photons result in a larger VOC
and efficiency. At 400 nm, the PCE reaches to 3.1%, which is comparable
to the calculated results obtained with a gold-insulator-gold device with
Kretchmann SPP coupling prism [92].
however, their contribution is negligible due to the much larger energy barrier expe-
rienced by the hot holes. The overall power conversion efficiency (PCE) is calculated
to be 0.95%, which is 8 times the value of a planar Au-Al2O3-Au junction under
normal incidence illumination [92]. For monochromatic illumination at shorter wave-
lengths, the PCE can reach 3.1% (Table 2.1), which is comparable to the results of
the planar Au-Al2O3-Au junction with the Kretchmann SPP prism coupling [92];
however, no special coupling mechanism is necessary for the TCO-based structure.
Another important parameter associated with the I-V characteristic is the fill
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where Imax and Vmax are the current and voltage at max power, and ISC and VOC
are the short circuit current and open circuit voltage, respectively. A larger fill
factor corresponds to a more rectangular I-V curve, and hence a higher efficiency
device. In our device, the fill factor (Fig. 2.1(d)) can be improved by modifying the
EDOS. To determine the effect of EDOS modification on the device characteristic,
two simple models were considered. First, for the above calculations, the EDOS in
the metal is assumed to be parabolic, as it would be for a free electron gas. Under
this assumption, the generated hot electrons (holes) possess a nearly uniform energy
distribution above (below) the Fermi level. Therefore, a large fraction of the hot
carriers have an energy lower than the barrier height, which makes traversing the
barrier less probable. The efficiency can be further improved if the electrons in the
Fermi gas before excitation possess a non-parabolic EDOS. For the second model,
we consider the EDOS to have a peak distribution of carriers close to but below
the Fermi level, as described below. For most metals, the EDOS is not perfectly
parabolic and depends on the crystallography and film thickness. The resulting
EDOS may also contain many peaks due to the overlapping bands. For hot carrier
generation and collection, the ideal case occurs when most of the electrons in the
Fermi gas possess an energy in the vicinity of Fermi level, ξf , before excitation,
which is thought to occur in some noble metals [99]. After illumination, almost
all excited hot electrons would be distributed in a narrow energy range above the
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barrier height (Fig. 2.4(a)). For this case, nearly all hot electrons can traverse the
barrier even under positive bias, and the fill factor in the power generation region is
significantly improved from 19% to 44% (Fig. 2.4(b)). In this model, we modify the
EDOS by assigning an effective conduction bandedge to be 0.15 eV below the Fermi
level [99]. As a result, the PCE improves to 2.33% under AM1.5G solar illumination
and reaches 10.7% at short wavelength illumination (Table 2.2). Figure 2.5 indicates
that the power conversion efficiency is improved for all incident wavelengths with
the modified EDOS. More substantial EDOS modification may be possible through
the utilization of silicide alloys or by exploiting quantum confinement effects in
nanoscale materials [106,107].
2.4.2 Photoresponse Under Monochromatic and Broadband Illumi-
nation
The photoresponse of the device was experimentally determined over a wave-
length range of 400-700 nm and was found to exhibit increased photocurrent for
short wavelengths (Fig. 2.6(a)). The enhanced photoresponse is due to the large ab-
sorption at the Au surface relative to the absorption in the ITO. The photoresponse
is consistent with the simulated light absorption spectrum, which is also observed
in Au-Si photodetectors [79–81, 84]. The photoresponse and the absorption differ
slightly because the photoresponse depends on both the hot carrier emission/collec-
tion and the absorption. Under white light illumination, the hot carrier device is
found to generate nearly constant current under both forward and reverse bias (Fig.
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Figure 2.4: Properties and characterization of the hot carrier device with
modified EDOS. (a) Transition probability of the hot carriers at different
energy levels under illumination at different wavelengths. The transition
peak shifts to lower energy as the wavelength increases because the peak
distribution required for optimum performance is given approximately by
the sum of Fermi level and the photon energy. (b) Photocurrent versus
bias voltage under AM1.5G spectral illumination shows improved fill
factor resulting from the narrowband energy distribution of hot electrons
much above the Fermi level.
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Table 2.2: Calculated performance of the hot carrier device with a peaked
EDOS distribution just below the Fermi energy. EQE, PCE, and VOC
represent the external quantum efficiency, power conversion efficiency,
and open-circuit voltage of the device, respectively. Higher energy inci-
dent photons result in a larger VOC and efficiency. At 400 nm, the PCE
reaches 10.7%, which is comparable to that of a typical silicon solar cell
with similar illumination.
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Figure 2.5: Effect of EDOS modification on EQE and PCE. Two models
of the electron density of states, EDOS, were used to calculate (a) the ex-
ternal quantum efficiency, EQE, and (b) the power conversion efficiency,
PCE. The first model assumes a parabolic EDOS and the second model
(denoted Ideal EDOS) assumes a peaked EDOS distribution 0.15 eV be-
low the Fermi level.
2.6(b)), as expected. Further, hot carrier generation is shown to be a single photon-
hot carrier interaction by the linearity of the photocurrent with incident light power
for both white light and monochromatic light illumination. (Figure 2.6(c), 2.7(c)).
2.4.3 Wavelength-Dependent Hot Carrier Generation and Collection
The I-V characteristic under monochromatic illumination is determined, show-
ing both voltage independent photoresponse for small bias (|V | < 0.2V) and, for
larger bias, an open circuit voltage (VOC) that varies with incident photon energy,
as expected for an M-I-M hot carrier device (Fig. 2.7(a), 2.7(b)). The experimen-
tal photoresponse is found to be in good agreement with the model presented here
(Fig. 2.7(b)) throughout the ±0.2V bias range. Under larger bias, the measure-
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Figure 2.6: Experimental characterization of the hot carrier device. (a)
Photoresponse of the device with respect to the incident wavelength. The
photoresponse (left axis) mimics the absorption spectrum (right axis),
but the peaks occur at different wavelengths due to the internal carrier
emission efficiency, which increases as the wavelengths gets shorter. Inset
shows the device cross-junction under 5× optical magnification using a
monochrome CCD (false colored for clarity). (b) Photoresponse under
biased white light illumination. (c) Photocurrent changes linearly with
incident white light power, indicating that the hot carrier generation is
a linear process.
ments were unstable due to increased noise and electrical device breakdown. When
the theoretical model is extended to higher bias, a wavelength dependent VOC is
predicated, which is an order of magnitude larger than previous results, suggesting
improved application as a wavelength sensitive hot carrier detector [108].
The stable photoresponse under bias variation (±0.2V) shows that this device
can also be used in situations where the voltage changes due to: (i) variation in
potential during operation, (ii) source fluctuations or noise, or (iii) power interrup-
tions. This voltage stability has not been observed in previous M-I-M hot carrier
devices.
In order to achieve the idealized photoresponse shown in Figure 2.1(d), several
additional considerations need to be made. First, the barrier height ΦB ∼ 0.4 eV
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Figure 2.7: Photoresponse under monochromatic light illumination. (a)
Calculated photoresponse showing the Voc increase with incident pho-
ton energy, as expected for a hot carrier device. (b) Zoom of the
photoresponse-voltage relation (between -0.2V to +0.2V, shaded region
in (a)) of the device under monochromatic illumination (400 nm, 500 nm,
600 nm and 700 nm). Markers represent experimental data, while solid
lines represent fits from the hot carrier device model. (c) Photocurrent
changes linearly with incident power for each illumination wavelength,
further confirming the linearity of hot carrier generation process.
in our simulation is optimized. In reality, the barrier height and the bandgap of
the Al2O3 film strongly depend on the details of the interface, which may vary
significantly with the fabrication methods and surface treatment even for similar in-
terfaces [92,105]. The barrier height extracted from our dark I-V measurements by
applying the Fowler-Nordheim model [109] is found to be 20meV (see the following
subsection). The much lower barrier height, which probably arises from interface
effects such as surface traps, defects and interface dipoles [110–112], dramatically
increases thermionic emission from the bottom electrode, reducing the overall cur-
rent and the ultimate efficiency [92]. Second, surface recombination [110,111] at the
interface on both sides due to trap states would significantly increase the loss of the
carriers, which necessitates the incorporation of loss of carriers in the calculation
to fit the experimental data (Fig. 2.7(b)). Third, the inelastic scattering with the
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Fermi gas could cause additional energy loss of the hot carriers, allowing fewer of
them to reach the interface with sufficient energy.
2.4.4 Dark Current Measurement and Modeling
The energy barrier height for the excited carriers is determined from the dark
current measurement of the M-I-M device based on the Fowler-Nordheim equation














where V is the applied voltage, d is the barrier thickness, ΦB is the barrier height,
m∗ is the effective mass of the electrons in the oxide, assumed to be the electron










where q is the electron charge, m0 is the electron rest mass, and h is the Planck con-
stant. Figure 2.8 shows the experimentally measured dark current-voltage relation
and the fitted curve based on the above model.
2.4.5 Device Dependence on Incident Illumination Angle
The absorption of the device is found to be nearly independent of illumination
angle over the entire visible spectrum (Fig. 2.9). This is because the absorption
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Figure 2.8: Dark current-voltage characteristic for the device. The ex-
perimental data is fitted to the Fowler-Nordheim model. The barrier
height is found to be 20meV from this fit.
mechanism does not rely on surface plasmon coupling, which critically depends on
the incident angle of illumination. Instead the absorption is determined by the
skin-depth the metal. An integrating sphere setup is used to determine the angu-
lar dependence of the absorption for each wavelength. Large absorption occurs at
short wavelengths, with Au absorbing most of the light. The broad range angular
response shows the devices advantage over structures that require additional cou-
pling mechanisms (e.g. prism coupling), which depend on illumination angle and
wavelength.This angular independence is beneficial for solar illumination because
light is incident from all angles throughout the course of a day. This device could
also be used under concentrated solar light where sunlight is focused with a lens
or mirror. Slight differences between the experimental and simulated results (using
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FDTD) are likely due to differences in the optical properties of the ITO between
the experiment and the simulation.
2.5 Conclusion
In summary, we have demonstrated hot carrier generation and collection in
a simple, planar metal-insulator-TCO configuration. The device has an angle-
independent response and is shown to function as a wavelength dependent detector
in terms of photocurrent and VOC over the entire visible range. Hot carrier genera-
tion and collection is verified experimentally under monochromatic and white light
illumination, and the device is shown to operate as a photodetector that is insensi-
tive to applied bias over a range of -0.2V to 0.2V. As a power conversion device,
VOC ’s in the range of 1.5-3.0V are expected. Device simulations are in agreement
with experimental results and provide a pathway to power conversion efficiencies
>10%.
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Figure 2.9: Light absorption spectrum of the device for different in-
cident angles. Simulation (a) and experimental results (b) show a
nearly angular-independent absorption of the device, indicating omni-
directional photoresponses. The inset shows a schematic of the device
under oblique angle illumination.
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Chapter 3: Aluminum Hot Carrier Plasmonics
3.1 Overview
Hot carrier effects in metals have recently drawn significant attention due
to their potential application as fast, frequency dependent detectors and power
converters. Most of the devices, however, have employed noble metals such as gold
and silver as the hot carrier generator and emitter and thus have limitations for
scalability and device integration with current CMOS fabrication techniques. Here
we present an aluminum-based hot electron device and experimentally demonstrate
energetic electron generation and collection. The device shows a responsivity of
∼240 nA/W for short wavelengths and a clear dependence of the open-circuit voltage
on incident photon energy. Furthermore, we show that by coupling to plasmonic
modes of a metal-insulator-metal structure composed of a nanowire array adjacent
to a thin aluminum film, the light absorption can be increased by a factor of ∼3,
enabling tunability of the hot carrier response and improved device performance.
Hot carrier-based devices, which take advantage of the excess kinetic energy
of carriers (electrons or holes) excited directly from incident photons or by plasmon
decay, have been drawing increasing interest over the recent years. They have exten-
sive applications in photodetection [79, 82, 105, 114, 139], photovoltaics [92, 94, 134],
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photochemistry [16, 31, 39], hot carrier-induced phase transitions [38], and lumines-
cence [40]. Most of the devices consist of a metal-semiconductor Schottky junc-
tion or a metal-insulator-metal junction. Hot carriers are generated in the metal
upon excitation and are subsequently injected into the counter-electrode to form the
photo-generated current. A nanostructured metal layer is usually employed to cou-
ple the incident light into localized surface plasmonic resonances (LSPRs) or surface
plasmon polaritons (SPPs), i.e. oscillations of free electrons near the metal surface.
The surface plasmon effect substantially enhances the field intensity and results in
significantly boosted light absorption and hot carrier excitation inside the metal.
From a materials perspective, noble metals such as gold and silver are broadly
utilized in plasmonic and hot carrier-based devices due to the efficient surface
plasmon coupling at long wavelengths and their stability in air. However, re-
cently aluminum-based plasmonics has become more attractive because of alu-
minums broadband tunable plasmon response through the entire UV-VIS-NIR spec-
trum, especially in UV range because of its low loss [15, 65]. Moreover, aluminum
is a low-cost, naturally abundant material that can be fabricated on a large-scale
with the mature fabrication technology in microelectronics fabrication [10]. Yet,
despite the increasing attention to aluminum plasmonics, few papers have explored
aluminum-based hot-electron devices. Part of the reason is that aluminum oxidizes
quickly upon exposure to air [15, 54], which prohibits the hot electron extraction
from inside the aluminum layer.
Here we present a simple device structure in which an Al thin film is employed
for generating hot electrons upon photon excitation. The excited hot electrons are
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subsequently injected into a counter-electrode made of a transparent conducting
oxide (ITO). The two electrodes are separated by an ultra-thin layer of alumina
formed by direct native oxidation of the surface of the Al film and subsequent oxy-
gen plasma treatment. The device shows a photoresponse at short wavelength near
the UV region, indicating its potential application in short-wavelength photodetec-
tion. A shift of open-circuit voltage (VOC) with respect to incident photon energy
and linearly increased photocurrent with increasing incident power are observed to
further confirm the hot electron effect. In addition to these experimental results,
we propose a design that can further improve the performance by placing nanowire
arrays on top of the Al-insulator-ITO structure, which couples incident light into
plasmon modes in the Al film. This design significantly increases the light absorption
in the near-IR wavelength regime. The combination of Al plasmonics and hot carrier
effects will be advantageous for applications in photodetection, energy harvesting,
etc.
3.2 Device Fabrication and Experimental Setup
Devices are made via thermal evaporation of a 30 nm Al film on a glass slide
through a shadow mask with aligned strips to form the bottom electrodes. The
samples are then exposed to air to form a 2∼4 nm native oxide layer (i.e. alumina),
followed by oxygen plasma treatment under 100W power and 5 Torr pressure in
an oxygen plasma chamber. The ITO counter electrodes are sputtered onto the
alumina film forming cross-junctions with the Al strips. Finally, a thin metallic
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wire is attached to the Al electrode with Epoxy CW2400 glue.
Optical absorption is measured in a 6 inch Labsphere integrating sphere with a
Thermo Oriel Xenon lamp as the light source. For photocurrent measurements, the
light source is a Fianium WhiteLase Supercontinuum laser. A SR830 Digital lock-in
amplifier, in conjunction with a Keithley 2400 Source Meter, is used for probing the
photo-generated current with a bias voltage across the junction.
3.3 Results
The schematic of the device junction is shown in Fig. 3.1(a). The incident
light illuminates the Al-Al2O3 interface after passing through the ITO film, because
ITO is nearly transparent throughout the visible spectrum. An exponential decay
of the electric field at the Al surface leads to strong absorption at the interface
and excitation of hot electrons. This exponential absorption profile is beneficial for
the subsequent injection of the hot electrons across the oxide barrier, because most
of the excited hot electrons are spatially distributed at the Al-Al2O3 interface and
will not lose much energy during the ballistic transport within the carrier mean
free path (a few tens of nanometers). The injected hot electrons will be collected
by the counter electrode, i.e. ITO, forming the photocurrent (Fig. 3.1(b)). The
barrier height seen by the hot holes is much larger than that for hot electrons due to
the large bandgap (6∼8.3 eV) of Al2O3 [93]. Therefore, the collected photocurrent
is mostly attributed to the unidirectional hot electron flow from Al to ITO. A
similar transparent conducting oxide-based structure using gold has been shown
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Figure 3.1: Junction structure and its working principle. (a) Schematic
of the Al-Al2O3-ITO junction. Light illuminates the junction through
the transparent ITO layer, exciting hot electrons at the Al-Al2O3 inter-
face. (b) Schematic of the hot electron generation and transport through
the oxide barrier.
to outperform the pure metal-insulator-metal (M-I-M) counterpart for the above
reasons [92,139].
Figure 3.2 shows the calculated and experimental absorption spectrum of the
device. A finite-difference-time-domain (FDTD) simulation was performed to cal-
culate the light absorption in each layer of the stack at normal incidence, as shown
in Fig. 3.2(a). It is the absorption difference between the two electrodes that de-
termines the hot electron injection efficiency. As shown in the inset of Fig. 3.2(a),
the absorption difference does not vary much over the visible wavelength range.
The total absorption also shows little variation under oblique illumination over a
broad range of incident angles (Fig. 3.2(b)). This angular independence is a great
advantage for both photodetectors and solar light harvesting, where there is a large
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Figure 3.2: Absorption spectrum of the device. (a) Calculated absorp-
tion in Al (red) and ITO (blue). Inset shows the absorption difference
between Al and ITO does not vary much with wavelength. (b) Ex-
perimental total absorption versus wavelength for different incident il-
lumination angles (10◦ to 60◦ in 10◦ steps). The absorption is nearly
independent of incident angle.
portion of solar power coming from diffuse light due to the atmospheric scattering.
The generated photocurrent depends not only upon the absorption of light,
but also upon the internal injection efficiency of the excited hot electrons. Upon
excitation, the hot electrons will redistribute their energy based on their initial
energy states in the metal. Recent studies of hot carrier generation in various
materials and nanostructures have explored their hot carrier energy redistribution
and carrier dynamics [26,27,87,118,140]. As the hot electrons travel toward the Al-
Al2O3 interface, electron-electron scattering further redistributes their energy and
momentum [93, 94], which can reduce their probability of reaching the interface.
Upon reaching the interface, the probability of injection through the barrier is mainly
dependent on the barrier height and the energy and momentum of the hot electrons
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Figure 3.3: Photocurrent changes with wavelength and illumination
power. (a) Photoresponse of the device under monochromatic illumi-
nation. The device shows much higher response at short wavelengths
because more hot electrons are excited to high energy states, which leads
to higher injection efficiency. (b) Photocurrent scales linearly with inci-
dent light power.
[94, 134]. All of the above effects act together to determine the injection efficiency
and the final photoresponse. As shown in Fig. 3.3(a), although the absorption
difference does not vary much with the illumination of different energy photons, the
photoresponse peaks at short wavelength. This is because hot electrons are promoted
to higher energy states when excited by higher energy photons, therefore a larger
proportion of them are injected to form the photocurrent. The high sensitivity to
short-wavelength incident illumination makes the device an excellent candidate for
applications in photodetection. Hot electron generation and extraction is a linear
process, i.e. one absorbed photon excites only one hot electron. This is confirmed
by the linear relation between the photocurrent and the incident light power (Fig.
3.3(b)).
The photoresponse of the device also depends on the bias voltage across it as
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Figure 3.4: Photocurrent-voltage relation. (a) Photoresponse under
monochromatic illumination with bias. The open-circuit voltage VOC
ranges from 0.10V to 0.35V. Inset: The lock-in detector shows a 180◦
phase change of the measured photocurrent near VOC . This behavior
indicates that the photocurrent flow is reversed from ITO to Al un-
der bias >VOC . (b) VOC varies with incident illumination wavelength.
Higher energy photon yields a higher VOC , because a larger number of
hot electrons with higher energy are injected through the barrier.
a result of the changing barrier height at the Al-Al2O3 interface under bias (Fig.
3.4(a)). An approximately linear decrease of photocurrent is observed with increas-
ing bias voltage. The linearity indicates a nearly uniform energy distribution of
hot electrons above the Fermi energy in Al. This uniform energy distribution has
also been demonstrated theoretically [118, 140]. Unlike many noble metals, such as
Au and Ag, in which the hot carrier energy distribution has peaks due to d-band
transitions, the d-band in Al lies above its Fermi level. This allows for the direct
intraband transitions to states with energies ranging continuously from the Fermi
level to one photon energy above the Fermi energy [82,87,95].
The open-circuit voltage VOC , i.e. the voltage at which the total photocurrent
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reaches zero while the device is illuminated, increases with incident photon energy











where Eph is the photon energy, ΦB is the barrier height, I
btm
SC is the short-circuit
current from bottom to top (ITO to Al) and I topSC is the short-circuit current from
top to bottom (Al to ITO). The barrier height is estimated to be ∼1.5 to 1.6 eV by
this equation. The surface quality, which is affected by pinholes, traps, interlayer
dipoles, etc., all influence the actual barrier height [112] and is heavily dependent
upon the oxide growth and treatment process. A photocurrent phase change of
∼180◦ is observed in the measurement with a lock-in amplifier. This indicates the
photocurrent transitions from positive to negative when the photocurrent from ITO
exceeds that from Al (Fig. 3.4(a) inset).
To further enhance the light absorption, and hence the hot electron genera-
tion, we propose a device structure where a well-aligned nanowire array is placed
on top of the planar Al-Al2O3-ITO device separated by a 20 nm insulating layer
of Al2O3 (inset in Fig. 3.5(a)). This insulating layer prevents hot electrons from
being directly extracted from the nanowires. Light is illuminated from above the
nanowire arrays with electric field parallel to the wires (TM polarization). With the
nanowire array (diameter 150 nm and period 650 nm) on top, the absorption in Al
is significantly enhanced in the near IR region with an absorption peak of ∼70%
at wavelength 783 nm (Fig. 3.5(a)), nearly 3 times larger than that of the planar
structure (absorption <25%). The enhanced absorption occurs in the Al at the Al-
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Al2O3 interface (Fig. 3.5(b)), which is beneficial for the traversal of the generated
hot electrons before losing much energy. To study the cause of the enhancement, a
dispersion-relation contour plot (Fig. 3.5(c)) is obtained by plotting the calculated
absorption spectrum in the Al film while varying the period of the array. The three
branches where the absorption enhancement scales with array period indicates that
they are the Bragg-SPP modes, which depends on the diffraction condition imposed
by the lattice parameter, i.e. the period of the array in our case [53, 115]. The
FDTD mode simulation of the SPP modes (white solid lines) agrees well with the
absorption enhancement. On the other hand, an absorption enhancement that is
nearly independent of the nanowire array period occurs at a wavelength of ∼850 nm.
This period-independent absorption indicates a localized plasmon mode of the in-
dividual unit cell [115]. However, the most intense absorption (70% at 783 nm)
results from the strong interaction between the SPP modes and the localized mode
when the two coincide, leading to the hybrid mode (Fig. 3.5(c)) [115]. This hybrid
mode boosts the absorption significantly and therefore enhances the hot electron
generation. Another advantage of this design is that the resonance intensity and
wavelength can be tuned by modifying the coupling of these modes through further
optimization of the period and diameter of the nanowires.
3.4 Conclusions
In conclusion, we fabricated an aluminum-based hot electron device and demon-
strated efficient hot electron excitation and collection in a planar structure. An open-
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Figure 3.5: Plasmon-induced performance enhancement. (a) Absorption
in the Al (red) and ITO (blue) films in the devices with Au nanowires
(solid lines) and without Au nanowires (dashed lines). The absorption is
boosted at about 783 nm wavelength due to the coupling of incident light
into plasmon modes. Inset shows the schematic of the device structure
and the incident light polarization. (b) Absorption profile of the device
(cross-section). The enhanced absorption is confined in the vicinity of the
Al-oxide interface. (c) Absorption contour plot with varying wavelength
and nanowire period. The SPP modes (white solid lines) are simulated
with the FDTD mode solution. The most intensive absorption occurs
where the SPP modes and the localized modes coincide and interact,
which results in the hybrid mode.
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circuit voltage shift with incident photon energy is also observed. These results are
promising for applications of hot electron effects in aluminum for photodetection
and photovoltaics. Furthermore, we showed that nanowires can be used to couple
the incident light into plasmonic modes leading to strong absorption enhancements,
enabling tunability of the resonance throughout the VIS-NIR.
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Chapter 4: Alternative Materials for Hot Carrier Plasmonics
4.1 Overview
While the field of plasmonics has grown significantly in recent years, the rel-
atively high losses and limited material choices have remained a challenge for the
development of many device concepts. The decay of plasmons into hot carrier excita-
tions is one of the main loss mechanisms; however, this process offers an opportunity
for the direct utilization of loss if excited carriers can be collected prior to thermal-
ization. From a materials point-of-view, noble metals (especially gold and silver)
are almost exclusively employed in these hot carrier plasmonic devices; neverthe-
less, many other materials may offer advantages for collecting these hot carriers. In
this chapter, we present results for sixteen materials ranging from pure metals and
alloys to nanowires and graphene and show their potential applicability for hot car-
rier excitation and extraction. By considering the expected hot carrier distributions
based on the electron density of states for the materials, we predict the preferred
hot carrier type for collection and their expected performance under different illu-
mination conditions. By considering materials not traditionally used in plasmonics,
we find many promising alternative materials for the emerging field of hot carrier
plasmonics.
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Hot carrier effects in metals have drawn significant attention recently because
of their promising applications in photodetection, energy-harvesting, hot-carrier-
induced chemistry, etc. [79, 81, 82, 114]. Hot carrier collection enables utilization
of energy that is usually lost in a conventional semiconductor device due to ther-
malization (i.e. phonon generation and heat dissipation resulting from absorption
of high energy photons) and sub-bandgap photon loss (i.e. lack of absorption of
low energy photons). This energy can be extracted through the hot carrier gener-
ation in a metal and the subsequent injection of the carrier into a semiconductor
(M-S) [80, 81, 83, 84, 115] or a counter-electrode (M-I-M) [92, 105, 139]. In order to
achieve high efficiency hot carrier injection, significant light absorption is required
in the metal, which is achievable by coupling incident light into surface plasmons
(SP)the collective oscillation of free electrons near the metal surface [114,116,117].
The improved absorption contributes greatly to the enhancement of hot carrier gen-
eration and consequently increases the device efficiency. Therefore, surface plasmons
effects are often employed for hot carrier generation.
While most hot carrier devices to-date have used Au or Ag nanostructures,
due to their chemical stability and well-studied plasmonic properties, other materi-
als might have potential advantages from the perspective of hot carrier generation
following absorption. The hot carrier injection efficiency depends not only on the
light absorption, which is made possible by surface plasmon excitation, but also
on the hot carrier energy distribution upon excitation, resulting from the decay of
the surface plasmons [94, 118]. The hot carrier energy distribution is critical for
the collection of carriers because only the hot carriers with sufficiently high energy
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and momentum are able to traverse the barrier established at the interface between
the metal and the semiconductor or oxide. The hot carrier energy distribution im-
mediately after photon absorption is determined by the initial states of electrons
in the Fermi gas and the incident photon energy. Here we present the hot carrier
energy distributions in various materials (including metals, alloys, and nanostruc-
tures) based on the electron density of states (EDOS) determined by first principle
calculations or experiments from the literature. We compare these distributions
to the idealized distributions that would optimize the hot carrier injection. These
results are meant to outline materials and nanostructures that might be more suit-
able for hot carrier collection and to provide an alternative perspective on choosing
plasmonic materials when the goal is hot carrier generation.
In this chapter we present the hot carrier distributions for electrons and holes
in a variety of pure metals (Au, Ag, Cu, Al, Fe, Pt, Ti, and Y), alloys (Ag-Cu,
Al-Ga, Au-Pt, and Al-Cu), and nanostructures (Ag and Au nanowires, carbon nan-
otubes, and graphene). In order to determine the expected hot carrier distributions,
we first assume complete absorption within the material through perfect coupling
of the incident light into surface plasmons. This assumption serves to eliminate the
influence of the optical absorption on the resulting carrier distribution and allows
us to focus solely on the influence of the EDOS. Further, nearly perfect absorption
has been experimentally achieved in a number of plasmonic and metamaterial struc-
tures [81,83,119,120]. Secondly, EDOS data are taken from the literature [121–133].
Combining the EDOS with the Fermi distribution function yields the transition
probability and hence the resulting hot carrier distribution. Alternatively, the tran-
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sition probability under illumination can be calculated from first principles using
Fermis golden rule for the transition, governed by quantum mechanical selection
rules. However, the EDOS method turns out to have worked well to describe the
performance of previous hot carrier devices [92,105] and will be used here to evaluate
the potential of different materials for hot carrier devices.
4.2 Simple Models for the Hot Carrier Energy Distribution
The simple model of a metal consists of free electrons moving through a metal-
lic ion lattice, resulting in the well-known parabolic electron density of states (Fig.
4.1(a)), D(E) ∝
√
E, where D(E) is the electron density of states as a function of
the electron energy. Upon photon excitation with energy Eph, an electron in the
Fermi gas is promoted from E − EF to a higher energy state E, where EF is the
Fermi energy. The transition probability is proportional to the multiplication of the
joint density of states, which is the product of the densities of states at the initial
and final energies, and their respective distribution functions:
P (E) ∝ D(E − Eph)f(E − Eph)D(E)(1− f(E)) (4.1)
where f(E) is the Fermi distribution function.
Upon monochromatic illumination (λ=600 nm), a nearly uniform hot carrier
distribution is generated based on the parabolic EDOS (Fig. 4.1(b)). This uniform
distribution is not ideal for hot carrier collection, because many of the carriers will
not have enough energy to overcome the interface barrier, ΦB. Hence a large fraction
of hot carriers with low energy would be lost.
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Figure 4.1: Calculations of hot carrier distributions based on the ideal
free electron model. (a) Parabolic EDOS as a function of energy (elec-
tron energy minus Fermi energy) where EF is ∼11.7 eV for a metal like
Al. EDOS is relatively flat for carriers with energies within ±4 eV of
the Fermi energy. (b) Hot carrier energy distribution upon excitation
by 600 nm illumination (2.07 eV). Nearly uniform distributions for both
hot electrons and holes are obtained. (c) Hot carrier energy distribution
under broadband illumination (i.e. AM1.5G solar spectrum). The dis-
tribution is centralized near the Fermi level for both carriers, which is
less favorable for hot carrier injection.
Under broadband AM1.5G solar illumination, both the hot electron and hole
distributions are concentrated close to the Fermi energy, EF (Fig. 4.1(c)). The re-
sulting distribution is obtained because all incident photons (regardless of energy)
can yield hot carrier distributions near the Fermi energy; however, only high energy
photons result in hot carrier distributions far from the Fermi energy. Thus, this dis-
tribution profile is even less favorable for hot carrier injection than the distribution
yielded by monochromatic light, because a smaller fraction of the carriers have the
required high energy needed for injection.
While the parabolic EDOS model is often used to describe an ideal metal, real
materials usually do not exhibit the ideal parabolic EDOS behavior owing to band
overlapping, various crystallographic orientations, nanoscale confinement, etc. In-
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stead, a more complicated EDOS is commonly observed, which may contain peaks in
the hot carrier distributions. Because different materials depart from the parabolic
EDOS in different ways, it is important to understand how these changes effect the
resulting hot carrier distributions.
To improve the hot carrier distributions, we consider a shifted parabolic EDOS
model, where a parabolic EDOS is still used; however, the band edge is assumed
to be just below the Fermi level (∼0.15 eV below, see Fig. 4.2(a)). This model was
first presented to describe experimental photoemission results obtained from thin
metallic films on Ge [99] and results in an excited electron energy distribution with a
single peak for hot carriers, arising from the excitation of electrons close to the Fermi
energy. This model results in a high concentration of Fermi gas electrons within an
extremely narrow energy range close to the Fermi level at thermal equilibrium. Thus,
the excited hot electrons are also distributed within a narrow energy range (Fig.
4.2(b)). The peaked distribution is beneficial for hot electron injection, provided
the barrier height ΦB is appropriately chosen for the input illumination spectrum.
For example, for ΦB < 3 eV, the hot electrons excited by 400 nm photons will be
able to get over the barrier and create photocurrent, as they possess energy greater
than 3 eV (Fig. 4.2(b)).
Under broadband AM1.5G illumination, the modified EDOS model also yields
a better distribution than the parabolic EDOS. As shown in Fig. 4.2(d), the distri-
bution is more highly weighted towards higher energies rather than centralized near
the Fermi level. Moreover, this distribution can be further improved by additional
modifications to the EDOS profile. Specifically, it is desirable to have an EDOS in-
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crease more steeply as a function of energy. As mentioned in the above analysis, the
large concentration of Fermi gas electrons very close to the Fermi level is modeled
by an effective conduction band edge just below the Fermi energy; however, the re-
sulting hot electron energy distribution also relies on the density of the unoccupied
energy states one photon energy above the Fermi level. Therefore, if the density
of the unoccupied states is larger, the final distribution would be pushed further
into the higher energy range under broadband illumination. Thus, we consider two
additional EDOS models that increase more steeply with energy than the parabolic
model (∼
√
E): ∼ E2 and ∼ exp(E). Figure 4.2(c) shows two other EDOS mod-
els, both of which yield a narrowband equilibrium electron distribution just below
the Fermi level; however, above the Fermi level, the density of vacant states in-
crease faster with energy than ∼
√
E (i.e. as ∼ E2 or ∼ exp(E)). Though the
peaked distributions under monochromatic light illumination for the three models
are expected to be similar, the much larger number of vacant states in the latter
two models further increases the probability of transitions into higher energy states,
pushing the energy distribution of hot electrons further into the higher energy range
when under broadband solar illumination (Fig. 4.2(d)). While the above EDOS
models have been described for the hot electron distributions, similar expressions
hold for hot hole distributions; however, for the ideal hole case, a narrowband of oc-
cupied electron states exist below the Fermi level and few vacant states exist above
it.
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Figure 4.2: Calculation of hot carrier distributions based on the modified
EDOS models. (a) Ideal parabolic EDOS with the Fermi level extremely
close to the band edge, leaving a large concentration of Fermi gas elec-
trons within a narrow energy range below the Fermi energy. (b) Hot
electron energy distribution under illumination by monochromatic light
using the EDOS of (a). The hot carrier distribution has a peak that
shifts toward higher energy as the energy of the absorbed photon in-
creases. (c) Alternative EDOS distributions yielding higher densities of
vacancy states above the Fermi level. Three models (EDOS varies as
∼
√
E, ∼ E2, or ∼ exp(E) ) are considered for the modified EDOS. (d)
The resulting hot electron distributions under AM1.5G illumination shift
toward higher energies for EDOS functions that increase more rapidly
with E. Distributions with a larger fraction of high energy carriers are
more favorable for hot electron extraction under broad-band illumina-
tion.
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4.3 Hot Carrier Distributions in Real Metals
The hot carrier distributions for real metals may vary significantly from the
simple models presented in the above section. Metals are the most commonly used
materials for exciting surface plasmons to generate hot carriers due to their high
free carrier densities, and Ag [121], Al [122], Au [123] and Cu [124] are among the
most extensively studied metals for plasmonics. However, with the exception of Al,
the EDOS profiles for these metals do not resemble either the ideal parabolic EDOS
or any of the modified EDOS. Instead, large numbers of occupied states are found
below the Fermi level (Fig. 4.3). The departure of the EDOS from the simple models
suggests that the hot carrier distributions generated from photo-excitation may also
vary significantly from the idealized models.
The generated hot carrier distribution depends not only on the EDOS, but
also on the energy of the incident photons. Usually in a silicon-based M-S hot
carrier device, the sub-bandgap photons are in the near-IR range with relatively
low energy. As shown in Fig. 4.3(b), the 0.83 eV (1.5µm) photons generate both
hot electron and hole distributions almost uniformly above and below the Fermi
energy. This nearly uniform response is because close to the Fermi level (i.e. within
one photon energy), the EDOS is relatively flat in these metals. However, a higher
photon energy of 1.78 eV (700 nm) yields a different distribution for Au and Cu
because the relatively large density of states far below the Fermi energy comes into
play, contributing significantly to the electron transition process. For these metals,
the large concentration of Fermi gas electrons about one photon energy below the
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Figure 4.3: EDOS and hot carrier distributions for common plasmonic
materials: Ag, Al, Au and Cu. (a) EDOS for these four materials.
Except Al, all of these materials exhibit a much higher density of states
below the Fermi level. Under monochromatic illumination, hot carrier
distributions are created from incident photons with wavelengths: (b)
1.5µm (0.83 eV), (c) 700 nm (1.78 eV), and (d) 400 nm (3.11 eV). Low
photon energies yield relatively uniform hot carrier distributions for all
four metals; however, upon higher energy illumination, peaks begin to
appear due to high densities of occupied states below the Fermi level for
Ag, Au, and Cu. Under 700 nm illumination Au and Cu are more efficient
in hole extraction than electron extraction because the distribution of
hot holes is peaked further from the Fermi level.
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Fermi level is a result of band overlapping (d-band) [118,134]. Therefore, a distinct
peak occurs in the hot electron distribution just above the Fermi level (Fig. 4.3(c)).
Similarly, a peak in the hot carrier distribution also appears in Ag (Fig. 4.3(d)) if the
photon energy is much higher (>3 eV), but the 1.78 eV photons do not have enough
energy to excite this transition (Fig. 4.3(c)). Al, on the contrary, has an EDOS that
is closest to an ideal parabola, resulting in a uniform hot carrier distribution for all
wavelengths considered.
Because the EDOS is not symmetric about the Fermi energy for many mate-
rials, different materials will perform better for electron or hole extraction. For Au
and Cu, the peaks in the hot carrier distributions are much further from the Fermi
level for hot holes than for hot electrons. Thus, hot hole extraction is much more
favorable because they are more likely to have enough energy to traverse the energy
barrier and be collected in the counter-electrode. This observation agrees with the
results derived from first principles calculations [118].
Although the above metals are most widely used in plasmonics, they might not
be the best for the purpose of hot carrier generation. Here we explore several other
metals and demonstrate their potential for hot carrier effects (Fig. 4.4). Included
are transition metals and rare-earth metals, which involve more complicated EDOS
profiles due to their complex band structures. For Pt [125], due to the large number
of occupied states below the Fermi level, the peak for hot holes is still much further
from the Fermi level than that for hot electrons, making it better suited for hot
hole collection than hot electron collection. For the other metals listed here, a
high EDOS appears on both sides of the Fermi level. Ti [126] works fairly well for
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Figure 4.4: EDOS and hot carrier distributions for Fe, Pt, Ti and Y. (a)
More complex EDOS profiles are obtained for these metals as a result
of their more complicated band structures. Hot carrier distributions are
excited by (b) 1.5µm (0.83 eV), (c) 700 nm (1.78 eV), and (d) 400 nm
(3.11 eV) illumination. More complex patterns in the hot carrier distri-
butions are observed, and the relative positions of peaks (and hence the
preferred carrier collection types) depend on the incident photon energy.
both carrier types. Y [127] appears better for hot electron collection under 700 nm
illumination but generates similar distributions for hot electrons and holes under
400 nm illumination. A different effect occurs in Fe [122], where hot electrons are
more easily collected under 400 nm illumination, but 700 nm illumination favors the
hot hole collection. In general, one needs to consider both the EDOS profile and
the photon excitation energy to determine which carrier type is most efficiently
injected/collected.
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4.4 Hot Carrier Distributions in Alloys
Unlike pure metals, alloys enable the engineering the EDOS through the con-
trol over synthesis conditions. The compositions and crystallographic orientations
can be varied, enabling more complexity and tunability than pure metals. Figure
4.5 show the EDOS of an Ag-Cu alloy (Ag27Cu7) [128], which is very different than
the EDOS of either Ag or Cu individually (Fig. 4.3). Thus, the hot carrier distri-
butions of the alloy are also significantly different than either of the pure metals.
When excited by 700 nm wavelength light, the Ag-Cu alloy better supports hot elec-
tron collection because the hot electron distributions peak is further away from the
Fermi level. This behavior is in contrast to the uniform hot carrier distribution of
Ag or the preferred hot hole collection in Cu at this illumination wavelength. For
the Al-Ga alloy (equiatomic composition) [129], the distributions are relatively flat
but slightly favor hot hole collection. For Au-Pt alloy (Au atoms sitting in the most
stable hollow FCC positions on the Pt (111) lattice) [125], the EDOS is close to
the ideally modified profile for holes, where there is high density for occupied states
below the Fermi level, but low density for vacant states above the Fermi level. This
profile would best facilitate hot hole extraction regardless of the photon energy be-
cause the hot hole distribution peak will always be as far as possible from the Fermi
energy.
The biggest advantage of using alloys is that it provides tunability of hot carrier
generation, so one can engineer the EDOS of an alloy according to ones needs. For
instance, in Al-Cu alloy (AlCu3) [130], the occupied states with large density are
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Figure 4.5: EDOS and hot carrier distributions for various alloys. (a)
The EDOS of alloys can be engineered so that they differ significantly
from their component metals. Hot carrier energy distribution upon ex-
citation by (b) 1.5µm, (c) 700 nm, and (d) 400 nm illumination. As in
pure metals, the peaks in the distribution vary with both material chose
and photon excitation energy. By varying the alloy composition, a range
of EDOS possibilities is expected for each of the alloys.
pushed further away from the Fermi level in the EDOS profile compared with the
Cu EDOS. Though this distribution is not beneficial for broadband illumination,
it favors the hot hole extraction for higher energy photons than Cu, which might
prove useful for short wavelength photodetection if the barrier height is appropriately
chosen.
4.5 Hot Carrier Distributions in Nanostructures
Nanostructure confinement is an alternative approach to modifying the EDOS
of a metal. As the dimensions of the structure are reduced to the nanometer scale or
even smaller, the electron wavefunctions change dramatically, consequently changing
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the EDOS [87]. A recent theoretical work using the kinetic DFT method has also
systematically studied the influence of the metal nanocrystal confinement on the
plasmonic absorption and hot carrier generation [135]. This effect provides another
possibility for tuning hot carrier generation. Figure 4.6 shows the EDOS of Ag
and Au nanowires (monoatomic wires anchored on a MoS2 monolayer) [131], which
is dramatically different from their bulk counterparts. 700 nm illumination, which
yields a uniform hot carrier distribution in Ag, gives rise to distinctive peaks in
the distribution of both carrier types for the Ag nanowire, as a result of a new
peak induced close to the Fermi level in its EDOS profile. For the Au nanowire, a
more complex EDOS is found below the Fermi level resulting in multiple peaks in
the hot carrier distribution, for both electrons and holes. Compared to bulk Au,
more occupied states exist just below the Fermi level in the nanowire structure,
which enables lower energy photons to excite the carriers into the peak distribution.
Generally, the nanoscale confined metals behave completely differently than bulk
metals in terms of hot carrier generation, and specific designs should be considered
independently.
In addition to nanostructured metals, some non-metallic nanostructures could
also be a promising option for hot carrier generation. Carbon-nanotubes (CNTs)
and graphene have been extensively studied for various applications, and interest
has recently emerged in hot carrier effects [136–138]. Through the modification
of geometry, dimensions, and doping, CNTs and graphene are able to transform
their EDOS profile to a great extent, showing promise for applications in hot carrier
generation.
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Figure 4.6: EDOS and hot carrier distributions for monoatomic
nanowires of Ag and Au. (a) Nanowire EDOS show more complicated
behavior than their bulk counterparts. Similarly, the generated hot car-
rier distributions upon excitation by (b) 1.5µm, (c) 700 nm, and (d)
400 nm illumination show multiple peaks instead of a more uniform dis-
tribution or a single peak, as is found in the bulk. Generally, nanoscale
confined metals have differently hot carrier distributions, and specific
designs should be considered for different applications.
As shown in Fig. 4.7(a), the CNTs (zig-zag single-wall CNT (11,0) with a
single vacancy) [132] have an EDOS that exhibits a narrowly peaked density of states
around the Fermi energy, resulting in one peak in the hot carrier distribution at an
energy of 2.49 eV (under 500 nm illumination, Fig. 4.7(d)) and another very close to
the Fermi level. Because the central peak concentrates nearly half of the total excited
carriers in a very small energy range, this distribution is not as favorable for hot
carrier extraction; however, it is still more advantages than a uniform distribution
from the perspective of the flexibility of barrier height choice. In this particular case,
as long as ΦB < 2.49 eV, the hot carriers in the main peak would all be collected,
independent of the barrier height; whereas with a uniform distribution, the barrier
height would significantly influence the extraction efficiency. Graphene [133], on
the contrary, has almost no states at the Fermi level, but has narrow peaks in the
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Figure 4.7: EDOS and hot carrier distributions for CNT and graphene.
(a) EDOS are nearly symmetric for both materials and have distinctive
narrow peaks. Hot carrier energy distribution upon excitation by (b)
1.5µm, (c) 700 nm, and (d) 500 nm illumination show narrow peaks,
which are favorable for hot carrier injection. We note that the EDOS
of CNT and graphene are extremely sensitive to changes in geometry,
dimensions, doping, etc., which add additional flexibility to tuning the
EDOS profile.
EDOS on both sides of the Fermi level when illuminated at 500 nm. Consequently, a
distinct narrow peak distribution is yielded for both hot electrons and holes, which
facilitates the extraction of both carriers.
4.6 Hot Carrier Distributions Under Broadband Illumination
We have shown hot carrier distributions in various materials and nanostruc-
tures under monochromatic illumination. These results are summarized in Table 4.1
for illumination wavelengths of 400 nm, 700 nm, and 1.5µm. If both carrier types
show a relatively flat distribution, both carrier types are considered suitable for col-
lection. If there are peaks in the distribution, we compare the separation between
the main peak and the Fermi level to determine which carrier type is better suited
for extraction. Of course, the actual collection efficiencies will also depend upon the
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interface barrier height, which depends on the details of the device under consider-
ation. This table is meant to provide rough guidance for the choice of the preferred
carrier type for extraction.
Under broadband illumination, the hot carrier distributions are similarly var-
ied depending on the material choice. As indicated in Fig. 4.1(c), the ideal parabolic
EDOS model does not yield a preferable distribution because both carriers will be
predominantly concentrated near the Fermi level. The modified EDOS models (Fig.
4.2(d)) extend the generated hot electron distributions to a higher energy range due
to the concentrated electrons in the Fermi gas close to the Fermi level and large den-
sity of vacant states above the Fermi level (or vice versa for hot holes generation).
But for real materials, the EDOS is much more complicated. Figure 4.8 demonstrate
the hot carrier distributions in several of the materials presented in this manuscript
under broadband solar illumination. For Cu, Al-Cu alloy and Au nanowires (Figs.
4.8(a)-4.8(c)), hot electrons are still predominantly generated close to the Fermi
level, as in the ideal parabolic EDOS case. However, hot holes are shifted further
from the Fermi level, which results from the much larger EDOS below the Fermi
level than above the Fermi level. The hot hole collection is hence more favorable
in these materials. For Fe and Ag-Cu alloys (Figs. 4.8(d) and 4.8(e)), both carriers
spread into the higher energy range due to the relatively symmetric and large EDOS
profile about the Fermi level. These materials can thus be utilized equally well for
collection of both carrier types. For graphene and Y (Figs. 4.8(f) and 4.8(g)), hot
electrons are distributed further from the Fermi level, owing to the larger EDOS
above the Fermi level in the two materials, which renders slightly more efficient hot
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Table 4.1: Summary of expected hot carrier collection efficiencies for
electrons and holes under illumination (400 nm, 700 nm, or 1.5µm) for
the materials considered in this chapter. Checkmarks suggest, as a rough
guide, that a particular carrier type is preferred for collection. If both
electrons and holes have a checkmark, both carrier types are expected
to be collected. The actual collection efficiencies will also depend upon
the interface barrier height, which depends on the details of the device
under consideration.
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Figure 4.8: Hot carrier distributions for different materials under
AM1.5G illumination. In (a), (b) and (c), hot holes distributions are
weighted further from the Fermi level, indicating suitability for hot hole
extraction. In (d) and (e), comparable distributions for both carriers
are found. In (f) and (g), hot electrons are slightly preferred due to an
overall larger fraction of excited electrons further from the Fermi level.
electron extraction.
4.7 Conclusions
In conclusion, we have described a variety of alternative materials that can be
used in hot carrier plasmonics. We have calculated the excited hot carrier energy
distributions for a variety of materials and nanostructures based on their EDOS
and have compared these results with simplified cases that are commonly used in
the literature. We have shown preferred hot carrier extraction for electrons or holes
depends on the chosen material and illumination wavelength. As expected, these
materials have demonstrated great variability in their hot carrier generation profiles,
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showing the usefulness of different materials for specific applications. The design
principles for hot carrier plasmonics are indeed different from those in traditional
plasmonics and alternative material choices will be important as the field progresses.
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Chapter 5: Theory of Sub-Bandgap Enhanced Solar Cell
5.1 Overview
The maximum solar power conversion efficiency of a p-n junction device was
first derived by Shockley and Queisser (SQ) using the principle of detailed bal-
ance [143]. This model is now considered the standard by which new photovoltaic
technologies are compared. To surpass this limit, various attempts have been sug-
gested including: semiconductor hot carrier extraction [76–78], carrier multiplica-
tion [70, 72, 74, 144], the addition of an intermediate band within the semiconduc-
tor bandgap [145, 146], thermophotonic up-conversion [147], and the use of multi-
junction configurations [67, 69, 148]. These concepts are often referred to as the
third-generation photovoltaics [149]. While multi-junction solar cells have surpassed
the efficiency of single-junction devices, they require the union of different semicon-
ductor materials that must be lattice-matched, strain-compensated, or formed into
multiple adjacent devices (e.g. using spectrum splitting concepts) [68]. All other
third-generation devices have been confined to efficiencies well below the single-
junction limit based on real-world difficulties that are unique to each technology.
Here we present an alternative approach that is able to beat the SQ limit by em-
ploying a photon-absorbing Ohmic back contact in a conventional p-n junction solar
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cell. This device configuration enables sub-bandgap photon absorption in the back
contact and the subsequent hot electron injection into the p-n junction, resulting
in additional photocurrent in excess of that generated solely through the above-
bandgap photon absorption in the p-n junction, enabling a new third-generation
technology.
The hot carrier injection solar cell can be described in terms of a traditional
solar cell with an absorbing Ohmic back contact. The absorbing contact serves to
provide additional photocurrent by absorbing the sub-bandgap photons and sub-
sequently exciting and injecting hot electrons into the semiconductor. The band
diagrams for a conventional p-n junction solar cell and the proposed hot carrier
injection solar cell are shown in Fig. 5.1. In the ideal, conventional p-n junction cell
(Fig. 5.1(a)), the Ohmic back contact is a perfect reflector for all photons and merely
collects carriers generated within the semiconductor. However, for the hot carrier
injection cell (Fig. 5.1(b)), a photon-absorbing Ohmic contact, which is nanostruc-
tured appropriately and rendered highly absorptive [83–85,119, 150], is attached to
the p-region. This nanostructured metal layer absorbs sub-bandgap photons and
excites hot carriers (both electrons and holes). The barrier height ΦB for the hot
electrons at the interface depends on the details of the device (e.g. the metal work
function, p-region doping, surface preparation and treatment, etc [112, 151, 152]),
but can simply be treated as an additional optimization parameter when determin-
ing the maximum efficiency of the device, as discussed below. A fraction of the
hot electrons will be injected from the back contact, and therefore result in the
generation of additional carriers in the semiconductor.
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Figure 5.1: Energy band diagrams. (a) A conventional single-junction
cell and (b) the hot carrier injection cell. In the semiconductor region
of the hot carrier injection cell, all above-bandgap photons are absorbed
and generate a single electron-hole pair per photon. In the back metal
Ohmic contact, all sub-bandgap photons are absorbed and excite hot
electrons. A fraction of them are injected into the semiconductor, pro-
viding additional current to the p-n junction. The resultant device effi-
ciency depends on both the semiconductor energy bandgap, Eg, and the
barrier height for the hot electron injection, ΦB.
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The SQ limit depends solely on the semiconductor bandgap, Eg , which de-
termines the absorbed and emitted photon fluxes, and not on the specific doping
concentrations, i.e. it does not depend on the actual band diagram. Similarly, the
limiting efficiency of the hot carrier injection device can be determined as a func-
tion of the semiconductor bandgap; however, the barrier height ΦB is an additional
parameter that limits both the hot carrier injection current and the maximum op-
erating voltage. The operating voltage is constrained because if the bias is too large
(V > ΦB/q), the band bending is reversed and the generated carriers cannot be
collected (note: the carrier mobility is assumed be to infinitely large, and a tiny
reverse field would block the carriers). Therefore, in the following model for the hot
carrier injection solar cell, the method of detailed balance is used, which not only
takes into account the photon fluxes based on the semiconductor bandgap, but also
the effect of the barrier height. The resulting model is then compared the SQ limit
and is shown to exceed it for appropriate values of the ΦB.
5.2 Theoretical Model
As in the SQ model, the maximum conversion efficiency is achieved under
several assumptions. First, all above-bandgap photons are absorbed within the
semiconductor and generate electron-hole pairs; whereas all sub-bandgap photons
are absorbed within the nanostructured Ohmic back contact and excite hot carri-
ers (hot electrons and holes). Second, we assume high-quality materials with no
non-radiative recombination within the semiconductor. Third, carrier mobility is
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infinitely large. This assumption enables perfect collection of the photo-generated
carriers (i.e. internal quantum efficiency is unity), because the internal electric field
will cause the generated electrons and holes to be separated and collected at the
appropriate contacts before they recombine (Fig. 5.1). Fourth, an ordinary Ohmic
front contact is applied on the n-side with the Fermi level very close the conduction
bandedge, so that the generated electrons are collected without further energy loss.
Fifth, a fraction of the generated hot electrons at the back contact will traverse the
barrier and be injected into the semiconductor; thereafter, the hot electrons ther-
mally relax down to the conduction bandedge in the same way as the above-bandgap
photon-generated electrons in the semiconductor. In other words, the excited hot
electrons in the metal are cooled after injection into the semiconductor. From this
perspective, the photo-generated electrons in the semiconductor and the injected
electrons are treated similarly in terms of their contribution to photocurrent and to
Fermi-level splitting. Similarly, any generated hot holes that are injected into the
semiconductor will cool and be swept toward the back contact due to the internal
field, analogous to the holes generated by the above-bandgap photons. However, if
the Fermi-level splitting (or the applied operating bias voltage) exceeds the barrier
height ΦB, the generated carriers cannot be collected due to the inversion of the
internal field.
To determine the photon fluxes, we use the method of detailed balance [143,
153]. The absorption and emission fluxes of photons can be written in terms of the
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generalized Planck expression [154]:
N(T, V, Emin, Emax, θmax) = 2π
∫ θmax
0














The semiconductor absorbs all above-bandgap photons from the sun, and the
number of photons absorbed per unit area and time is denoted as Npnabs(Ts) = N(T =
Ts, V = 0, Emin = Eg, Emax = ∞, θmax = θs), where we have treated the sun as a
blackbody with temperature Ts = 5760K incident from a half angle of θs = 0.267
◦.
The absorbed photons generate electron-hole pairs to be extracted as photocurrent
JpnL = qN
pn
abs(Ts). Meanwhile, the metal absorbs all sub-bandgap photons from the
sun, given by Nmabs(Ts) = N(T = Ts, V = 0, Emin = 0, Emax = Eg, θmax = θs), and
hot electrons are excited. However, only a fraction of these hot electrons will have
sufficient energy and momentum to traverse the barrier and eventually form the pho-
tocurrent JmL = PqN
m
abs(Ts), where P is the fraction of the total excited hot electrons
that traverse the barrier. (1−P ) of the generated hot electrons are not injected and
eventually thermalize with the Fermi gas through electron-electron interaction and
electron-phonon interaction [76, 87, 94]. This unavoidable non-radiative loss in the
metal is given by Nmnon−rad = (1− P )Nmabs(Ts). In addition, both the semiconductor
and metal absorb light from the ambient surroundings at temperature Tc = 300K,
represented by Npnabs(Tc) = N(T = Tc, V = 0, Emin = Eg, Emax = ∞, θmax = π/2)
and Nmabs(Tc) = N(T = Tc, V = 0, Emin = 0, Emax = Eg, θmax = π/2), respectively.











Next, we consider the photon flux emitted from the cell. The semiconduc-
tor emits above-bandgap photons as a blackbody with temperature Tc, given by
Npnemit(Tc, V ) = N(T = Tc, V, Emin = Eg, Emax = ∞, θmax = π/2); whereas the pho-
ton emission from the metal is given by Nmemit(Tc) = N(T = Tc, V = 0, Emin =
0, Emax = Eg, θmax = π/2). Note that the metal temperature is still assumed to be
Tc, because the generated hot carriers are injected into the semiconductor before
they begin to cool. Further, the given expression for Nmemit(Tc) is only valid when
the voltage across the metal-semiconductor interface approaches zero, which is true
for this device structure because we are considering an Ohmic contact and the en-
tire applied voltage drop occurs across the semiconductor region. Thus, the total
outgoing photon flux is:
Nout = N
pn
emit(Tc, V ) +N
m
emit(Tc) (5.3)
The difference between absorbed and emitted photon fluxes contains two terms:
the non-radiative loss Nmnon−rad mentioned above and the total extracted current
density J(V ) when the device is connected to an external load, yielding:




By substituting Eq. (5.2) and Eq. (5.3) into Eq. (5.4), we obtain the current-voltage
relation:






emit(Tc, V ) (5.5)
Compared to the current-voltage relation of a conventional p-n junction cell, Eq.
(5.5) contains only one additional term, JmL , resulting from the additional hot elec-
tron injection.
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Because we have used a detailed balance model for determining the maximum
power conversion efficiency, the above calculations are agnostic to the specific device
parameters (doping concentration, junction depth, etc.); however, a device model
can also be used if photon recycling effects are included [153]. Both models yield
the same dark current when the minority carrier lifetimes, τe and τh for electrons
and holes respectively, are related to the radiative recombination constant, B, (from








where NA and ND are the doping concentrations in the p-region and n-region, re-
spectively. Therefore, to avoid loss of generality, we use the detailed balance model
to calculate the dark current within the semiconductor (rather than device specific
parameters), which depends on Eg. Similarly, the barrier height for hot carrier in-
jection can also be determined in terms of the doping concentration and the work
function of the metal contact; however, to avoid the need to specify particular mate-
rial choices, we use the parameter ΦB to describe the barrier height at the contact.
These considerations allow for the determination of the device efficiency based on
two parameters, Eg and ΦB, and the assumption listed above.
5.3 Maximum Power Conversion Efficiency
To evaluate the performance of an ideal hot carrier injection solar cell, we
need the current supplied by hot carrier injection, i.e. JmL . Upon photo-excitation,
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Figure 5.2: Efficiency limit for the hot electron injection device. The
optimized efficiency of the hot carrier injection solar cell surpasses the
Shockley-Queisser limit under 1-sun spectral illumination for all semi-
conductor bandgap energies, Eg, for both the parabolic EDOS model
(red dashed line) and the ideally modified EDOS model (red solid line).
For a given energy bandgap, the efficiency improvement is a result of
the increased short-circuit current density JSC due to the hot electron
injection. The ideal EDOS model yields the largest enhancement, re-
sulting from the injection of hot electrons from a narrowband energy
distribution.
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the hot electrons attain an energy distribution determined by the band structure
of the metal. A simple assumption of free electrons in the metal would yield a
parabolic electron density of states (EDOS), ρ ∝
√
E. However, in real materials,
the EDOS usually exhibits multiple peaks [94, 95, 99, 118, 140] due to overlapping
bands, nanostructure confinement, and various crystallographic orientations. In our
calculations, we consider two models for the EDOS: a simple parabolic model and
a modified model where the effective conduction band edge is very close to the
Fermi level so that hot electrons are promoted to a narrow energy range, enabling
a nearly ideal EDOS for hot carrier injection [94, 99, 139, 155]. This distribution
is represented by the electron distribution joint density of states (EDJDOS) [94]:
D(E,Eph) = ρ(E − Eph)ρ(E), where E is the energy of the generated hot elec-
tron and Eph is the absorbed photon energy. The energy distribution of the hot
electrons reaching the interface can deviate from the initial distribution due to
electron-electron collisions (300∼500 fs) and thermal relaxation (∼1 ps) during the
transport [119,154]. However, if the metal layer is sufficiently thin compared to the
mean free path (MFP), le ∼ 30-50 nm [92, 93], the energy distribution will not be
changed significantly.
The probability of injection through the barrier depends on both the energy
and momentum of the hot electron at the interface. Only when the momentum
normal to the interface is sufficiently large will the hot electron be able to directly
traverse the barrier. This restriction defines an injection cone of the hot electron
with a given energy [79, 94, 134]. However, if the metal layer is extremely thin, the
hot electrons will experience multiple reflections and ultimately be brought back to
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the interface with its momentum re-directed (minimizing the effect of the injection
cone), thus increasing the injection probability [96,99,134,156]. In the ideal case, the
traversing probability reaches unity as long as E > ΦB. Therefore the probability








Because the hot electron injection current depends on the incident photon energy,







where nmabs(Ts, Eph) is the absorbed photon flux per unit energy,
nmabs(Ts, Eph) = 2π
∫ θs
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Using the method described above (from the current-voltage characteristic of
Eq. (5.5)), we find that the limiting power conversion efficiency (PCE) using hot
carrier injection exceeds the single-junction SQ limit (∼30.4%). Figure 5.2 shows
the limiting efficiency assuming either (i) a parabolic EDOS or (ii) the nearly ideal
EDOS model under 1-sun blackbody spectral illumination. For the parabolic and
modified EDOS cases, the maximum PCE reaches 32.4% and 41.5%, respectively.
The decrease in efficiency for higher bandgap materials is because the barrier height
is constrained to ΦB ≥ Eg/2 due to Fermi-level alignment at the metal and p-region
interface, and so the optimal barrier height of ΦB ≃ 1.1 eV (see discussion below) is
not reached for higher bandgap materials (Eg > 2.2 eV).
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Figure 5.3: Optimization of the short-circuit current density and effi-
ciency of the hot carrier injection device for different parameters. The
short-circuit current density JSC and efficiency of the hot carrier injection
solar cell depend on the barrier height ΦB and the bandgap Eg. Contour
plots of JSC for (a) the parabolic EDOS model and (b) the ideal EDOS
model. Contour plots of efficiency for (c) the parabolic EDOS model and
(d) the ideal EDOS model. The efficiency is proportional to the product
of JSC and ΦB, because ΦB limits the operating voltage.
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Figure 5.3 shows the dependence of the short-circuit current density JSC and
the power conversion efficiency on ΦB and Eg. Figure 5.3(a) and 5.3(b) indicate
that for a given bandgap energy Eg, the current density JSC decreases as the barrier
height ΦB increases because of the reduced hot electron injection. For the ideal
EDOS (Fig. 5.3(b)), JSC is nearly independent of Eg and only depends on ΦB, which
determines the minimum energy for photocurrent generation (due to absorption
in both the metal contact and the semiconductor). The efficiency of the device
is proportional to both JSC and ΦB, because ΦB limits the operating voltage, as
discussed above. Using Eq. (5.5), the maximum efficiency for the ideal EDOS model
is found to occur at ΦB ≃ 1.1 eV regardless of Eg, for Eg > 1.4 eV.
Compared to a single-junction cell that has the same semiconductor bandgap,
the hot carrier injection cell leads to a higher efficiency as a result of increased
current with minimal voltage loss. The total current of the hot carrier cell is larger
due to the additional carrier injection, but the operating voltage is limited by ΦB/q;
whereas for the single-junction cell, its operating voltage is limited by Eg (i.e. it
must be less than the open-circuit voltage [42, 157], ∼ Eg
q
− 0.28V) rather than
ΦB. However, the optimized efficiency of the hot carrier cell is higher because the
enhancement in current outweighs the loss of operating voltage.
Figure 4 shows a comparison of the performances between the hot carrier
injection cell and the other third-generation cells under 1-sun blackbody spectral
illumination. The efficiency of the hot carrier injection cell is comparable to the
intermediate-band (IB) cell, but has an advantage over all other cells for higher
bandgap materials (Eg ≥ 1.8 eV), which could open the door to alternative semi-
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Figure 5.4: Limiting efficiencies of the hot carrier injection cell and other
third-generation concepts under 1-sun blackbody spectral illumination.
The comparison includes: single-junction (1J), triple-junction (3J), in-
termediate band (IB), carrier multiplication (CM), and the hot carrier
semiconductor solar cell (HCSC). The proposed hot carrier injection cell
performs well for most bandgap materials (>1.0 eV).
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conductor materials in photovoltaics (e.g. TiO2, GaN, etc.). In addition, the hot
carrier injection cell is comparable to most of the other third-generation devices for
commonly used materials with bandgaps of about 1.1∼1.5 eV (e.g. Si and GaAs).
5.4 Numerical Demonstration
In order to implement the proposed hot carrier injection cell concept, one
needs both significant light absorption within the Ohmic contact and efficient hot
electron injection. Recent work on absorbing metal layers employing surface plas-
mon resonances or metamaterials have shown great promise for the development of
absorbing metal contacts by coupling the incident light into surface plasmons that
boost the field and absorption in the metal [83,88,119,120,158,159].
5.4.1 Methods
The Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) method was used to calculate the
electric field profiles within the device in order to determine absorption in both the
semiconductor and the metal contact. A linearly polarized plane wave source was
used. The simulation region consisted of the nanostructured metal contact, silicon






where E(r, ω) is the local electric field and εi is the imaginary part of the materials
permittivity. The total absorption in the metal was calculated from the integration
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of all absorption in the simulation region. The simulated absorption spectrum within
the structure is used as an input for the calculation of the hot carrier generation and
injection, the photocurrent and power conversion efficiency, and the optimization of
bandgap and barrier height, as described elsewhere [93,94,139].
5.4.2 Results
Here we provide a numerical demonstration of a nanostructured plasmonic
array on the back of a p-n junction solar cell (Fig. 5.5). Simulations were performed
for a Si solar cell with square plasmonic arrays for two different metals (Au and
Al) (see Fig. 5.5(a) inset). The absorption of sub-bandgap photons within the
metal is calculated using the Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) method (see
Methods). For the Au-coated structure, a ridge width of w = 190 nm, a height of
h = 135 nm, and a period of p = 290 nm are used to achieve relatively broadband
absorption. The Al-coated structure has dimensions of w = 220 nm, h = 135 nm,
and p = 300 nm to achieve a nearly perfect absorption just beyond the semiconductor
band edge. A metal thickness of 15 nm was used for all structures. Figure 5.5
shows the spectral power density resulting from both the above-bandgap photon
absorption and the sub-bandgap photon absorption within the devices under 1-sun
blackbody illumination (calculated using the Au and Al EDOS data [140]). The
power conversion efficiencies for the Si-Au device and the Si-Al device surpass the
Shockley-Queisser limit by 4.7% (yielding 31.2% compared to 29.8%) and by 5.0%
(yielding 31.3% compared to 29.8%), respectively. For a metal with a modified
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Figure 5.5: Spectral power density for the hot carrier injection device.
The device is based on a Si p-n junction with an Au or Al nanostructured
Ohmic back contact, yielding an efficiency above the Shockley-Queisser
limit. The improvement arises from sub-bandgap absorption within the
metal and subsequent hot carrier injection, resulting in additional power
generation from λ > 1.1µm. Inset: Schematic of device under illumina-
tion.
EDOS, as described above, with the optical properties of Au, the resulting device
efficiency reaches 35.7%, exceeding the SQ limit by 19.8%. Additional improvements
are possible through the further optimization of the metallic nanostructures so that
the absorption is larger over a broader spectrum.
5.4.3 Discussion
In conclusion, we have proposed a novel solar cell architecture that surpasses
the SQ limit using sub-bandgap absorption in a nanostructured Ohmic back con-
tact and subsequent hot carrier injection into a conventional p-n junction-based
device. We have demonstrated feasible designs based on well-studied semiconduc-
tors and metals, which will allow for both significant light absorption within the
back contact and efficient hot electron injection. Recent experimental results have
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shown significant hot carrier current collection for thin metal films and nanostruc-
tures [80,81,84,85,92,105,160], which should enable such devices. Further improve-
ments come from engineering the EDOS of the metallic structure from parabolic to
narrowly peaked. Employing alloys and quantum confined structures may provide a
realistic route toward such modifications [106, 107, 140]. This design paves the way
for a new third-generation technique to achieve high power conversion efficiency, in
excess of the SQ limit.
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Chapter 6: Conclusions and Future Outlook
6.1 Conclusions
This thesis first introduced the basic concepts and the recent advancement
of plasmonics and hot carrier effect as well as their potential applications in solar
energy harvesting and photodetection. In particular, the solar spectrum can be
split into distinct regimes where different materials and devices respond differently.
By combining the conventional solar cell with hot carrier-based devices, the solar
spectrum can be most efficiently utilized to generate power. Specifically, two hot-
carrier device structures were considered here: metal-insulator-metal (M-I-M) for
the visible wavelength range and metal-semiconductor (M-S) for near-IR wavelength
range.
In Chapters 2 and 3, a TCO-based planar hot carrier device structure was in-
troduced and the working principle were detailed. This structure leverages the high
transparency and conductivity of the TCO layer to excite the exponential decay of
the electric field at the metal-oxide interface, maximizing the hot carrier injection
efficiency. Gold was used as the counter-electrode due to its chemical stability in air
and its good absorption of light at the visible wavelengths arising from the inter-
band transitions. We also employed aluminum as an alternative counter-electrode
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for easy fabrication (and possibly improved interface quality) because a thin layer of
native oxide is naturally formed on top of the aluminum surface, serving as the ultra-
thin insulator layer between the two electrodes. For both devices, the theoretical
and experimental performances were studied systematically. They both exhibited
high photoresponse at short wavelengths, and a wavelength dependent VOC was
observed. The gold-based device absorbed the incident spectrum well, but surface
recombination was large due to the oxide pinholes and surface traps. Further, the
complex electron density of states (EDOS) of gold makes the light absorption mech-
anisms more complicated. The low interface barrier height results in a relatively
flat photocurrent-bias voltage relation. The aluminum-based device, however, has
a better surface quality at the interface, and performs as well as the gold-based
device despite having less absorption. In addition, the EDOS of aluminum is close
to an ideal parabola, which gives rise to a linear dependence of photocurrent on bias
voltage. To further improve the light absorption in aluminum, we proposed incor-
porating an additional nanowire-array layer to couple the incident light into surface
plasmon modes in the device. The high field enhancement, and hence enhanced
absorption, improves the performance at the resonant wavelength.
In Chapter 4, we discussed the application of alternative materials and nanos-
tructures in hot carrier plasmonics. Noble metals, other metals and alloys, some
nanostructures including nanowires, graphene and carbon nanotubes (CNT) were
investigated based on their EDOS. Depending on the incident photon energy, differ-
ent materials showed different preferences to either hot electron or hot hole collec-
tion. Chapter 4 also provided a rough guideline for choosing materials on the basis
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of which hot carrier collection mechanism is more favorable.
To demonstrate the actual benefits of the hot carrier effect for photovoltaics,
a novel device structure was proposed in Chapter 5, which integrates the hot carrier
injection nanostructures to a traditional single junction semiconductor solar cell. We
theoretically investigated the efficiency of the device using a detailed balance model
and have shown that the upper limit of the efficiency exceeds the SQ limit of a single
junction, non-concentrated device. We also provided a numerical demonstration of
the effect, suggesting several nanostructures to achieve improvement in the power
conversion efficiency, which paves the way for a new third-generation photovoltaic
concept.
6.2 Future Outlook
Further research on hot carrier plasmonics in photovoltaics and photodetection
could focus on how to improve the performance, e.g. the efficiency. The efficiency
of hot carrier devices generally relies on two aspects: light absorption and internal
hot carrier injection. Chapter 4 explored many different alternative materials and
structures in terms of extracting the excited hot carriers efficiently upon excitation
of these carriers. Given a specific interface barrier height, choosing the material
with an appropriate hot carrier energy distribution would significantly increase the
hot carrier injection efficiency. However, to increase the overall efficiency, a much
better absorption of the incident energy is necessary. In the following section, we
will mainly focus on several strategies to achieve better absorption using surface
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plasmons, metamaterials, etc.
6.2.1 Planar Metal/Dielectric Stacks
In the previous chapters, we used simple planar metal films as the light ab-
sorber. Although gold absorbs well at short wavelengths (below 600 nm), most
metals absorb light poorly in the visible and near-IR wavelength ranges due to large
reflection arising from the large value of the real part of the dielectric function. The
simplest approach to increasing the absorption in metal films is using metal/dielec-
tric stacks [161]. As shown in Fig. 6.1(a), a typical structure consists of a top and
a bottom planar metal film, as well as an intermediate dielectric layer. The bottom
metal layer should be sufficiently thick (∼100 nm) to avoid transmission, but the
top metal layer needs to be thin (∼10s nm) to allow the incident light to get into the
cavity. This structure is essentially a Fabry-Perrot (F-P) cavity, with the resonance
condition approximately given by:
2nd = jλ (6.1)
where d is the dielectric layer thickness, n is the refractive index of the dielectric
layer, j is a positive integer, and λ is the incident light wavelength. The field is
strongly localized in the cavity between the two metal layers when the resonance
condition is satisfied. The absorption has been shown to reach 95% in a cavity
structure made up of silver and gold films [161, 162], and a near-IR photodetector
has also been reported for the F-P cavity-based hot carrier device [162]. Thus, the
near unity absorption at the cavity resonance makes the metal/dielectric stack an
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excellent candidate for a hot carrier-based photodetector, and the peak response
frequency can be easily tuned by adjusting the cavity thickness; whereas it is not
very suitable for photovoltaic applications, because a broadband absorption cannot
be obtained within the cavity structure.
6.2.2 Metallic Gratings for Coupled Surface Plasmon Polariton (SPP)
As stated in Chapter 2, a surface plasmon polariton (SPP) is a surface wave
travelling at the metal-dielectric interface induced by the interaction of light with
the free electron oscillation in the metal. While the SPP is excited, the resulting
field enhancement at the interface significantly increases the absorption in the metal.
Because of the discrepancy between the momentum (k vector) of the SPP and that
of the incident light, there has to be a momentum compensation mechanism to excite
the SPP. A metallic grating is one of the most common ways to excite an SPP mode
in a planar structure. Light incident on the grating (Fig. 6.1(b)) is diffracted and
coupled into the SSP mode when the momentum matching condition is met with
the aid of the grating periodicity:




where kspp and k0 are the momenta of the SPP and the incident light, respectively.
θ is the incident angle, and a is the period of the grating. Note that the SPP mode
propagating on the surface of the shallow grating is slightly changed from that on the
surface of a planar metal surface [161]. The field is tightly confined near the surface,
and the field enhancement naturally results in significantly enhanced absorption.
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Figure 6.1: Two structures to achieve nearly perfect absorption in a nar-
row wavelength range. (a) A metal-dielectric-metal Fabry-Perrot reso-
nance cavity. (b) A shallow metallic grating to couple incident light into
a SPP mode through the momentum compensation available from the
periodicity of the grating.
In fact nearly perfect absorption due to the SPP coupling in gold gratings has
been reported [161] and can be utilized as a key component in a narrow-band hot
carrier-photodetection device [81]. The resonance frequency can also be adjusted
freely by changing the dimensions of the gratings, which is very appealing for hot
carrier-based applications.
6.2.3 Metallic Nanostructures for Localized Surface Plasmon Reso-
nance (LSPR)
A localized surface plasmon is distinct from an SPP in that once excited,
the energy will be localized in an isolated region rather than propagating along
the surface. It is the individual metallic nano-component that induces the reso-
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nance; whereas the interaction between the neighboring absorbing components is
usually weak. The excited LSPR is dissipated through heat when the size of the
nano-element is much smaller than the wavelength [20]. The geometry, size and
the constituting material of the nanostructure will act together to determine the
resonant wavelength and absorption cross-section of the LSPR. Metallic nanorods,
nanowires, nano-disks, nanospheres, etc. are the most common structures for the
LSPR excitation and many of the structures have been incorporated in hot carrier
devices [79, 84–86]. Figure 6.2 shows that a LSPR is excited in gold nano-spheres
and nano-disks, resulting in a narrow absorption peak at the resonant wavelength.
We also fabricated a gold nano-disk array sample with a Si3N4 thin film template,
with a diameter of 100 nm and a period of 200 nm. The 30 nm gold film was directly
deposited through the nano-pores on the thin film template, forming the gold disk
array on the ITO-coated glass substrate. The transmission spectrum of the sample
was measured using an optical microscope. As shown in Fig. 6.2(c), a transmis-
sion dip appears at about 710 nm, which arises from the excited surface plasmon
resonance. Generally for a given nano-element, the larger the size of an individual
element, the lower the resonance frequency and the longer the resonance wavelength.
However, it is rather challenging to achieve perfect absorption in a single nano-
element because of the limited absorption cross-section. The losses get higher when
the size is much smaller than the wavelength owing to the increased free electron-
surface damping, and the radiation damping starts to dominate when the size is
large [20]. Nevertheless by combining a number of nano-elements with different
dimensions in a single device, multiple resonance peaks of each individual component
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Figure 6.2: Enhanced narrow-band absorption due to the induced LSPR.
(a) silver nanospheres (diameter is 40 nm, period is 80 nm) and (b) gold
nanodisks (diameter is 80 nm, period is 250 nm). The LSPR depends
on the geometry and the size of the nano-element. (c) Transmission
spectrum of a gold disk array (diameter is 100 nm, period is 200 nm)
measured by the optical microscope. The transmission dip at about
710 nm corresponds to the surface plasmon resonance and hence the
absorption peak.
overlap, forming a broadband absorption spectrum. This is very important for solar
energy harvesting because the solar spectrum spans widely from near-UV to IR [195].
6.2.4 Metamaterial Absorber
Metamaterials (MM) are artificially-engineered materials composed of artifi-
cial atoms. Some unique properties, such as a negative refractive index and perfect
absorption [163–166] can be obtained using MMs. The artificial atoms are usually
comprised of metallic structures in combination with dielectrics, and the resonance
in the structures gives rise to unique properties described by effective parameters
(e.g. electric permittivity ε, magnetic permeability µ, impedance Z) of the MM. On
the other hand, the spacing between these atoms, e.g. lattice constant, has little in-
fluence on the macroscopic properties of MM, implying that the material properties
are homogeneous. The responses of metamaterials to the incident electromagnetic
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waves are similar to those of continuous materials as long as the free space wave-
length is much longer than the size of the constituent resonators [164, 167–169].
The tuning of the effective parameters is performed through the modulation of the
resonances of the atoms by adjusting the geometric parameters of the structures,
rendering the possibility of perfect absorption.
To achieve perfect absorption, a material should be opaque and non-reflective,
according to the relation:
A = 1−R− T (6.3)
where A, R, and T denote the absorption, reflection, and transmission of the MM,
respectively. Most MM perfect absorbers consist of three layers. The top layer is a
periodically arranged metallic structure. The bottom layer is a continuous planar
metal. A dielectric layer is sandwiched between the two metal layers [166,170]. The
bottom planar metal layer should be sufficiently thick (thicker than the skin depth
of the metal) to prevent light from being transmitted through the structure. The
specific design of the top layer is required to match the impedance of free space so
that the incident radiation enters the structure without reflection, and the energy
is strongly confined within the structure, which is ultimately absorbed by the lossy
medium (e.g. Ohmic loss and surface plasmon decay in metals within the visible
and near-IR frequency ranges).
The radiation incident on the metamaterial can excite resonances of both an
electric dipole and a magnetic dipole at certain frequencies. The top plasmonic
layer acts as an electric resonator driven by the electric field of the incident light.
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Figure 6.3: Schematics of metamaterial-based perfect absorbers. (a) A
perfect absorber consisting of a top layer of nano-patterned metal, an
intermediate dielectric layer, and a bottom layer of continuous metallic
film. (b) A fiber-based split ring resonator (SRR) for exciting a magnetic
resonance. (c) SEM image of SRR fibers fabricated using an electro-
spinning technique.
The electric dipole resonance is essentially the LSPR because it arises from the
oscillation of free charges at the metal surfaces and consequently the fields are con-
fined and significantly enhanced. The resonant behavior can be observed in the
effective permittivity ε. Similarly, the magnetic field components of the incident
light excite a resonance with anti-parallel currents across the top and bottom metal
layers, which form a current loop together with the displacement field in the dielec-
tric [170]. The current loop induces a magnetic field, yielding the magnetic-dipole




ω2 − ω2e0 + iγω
µ(ω) = 1−
ω2mp − ω2m0
ω2 − ω2m0 + iγω
(6.4)
where ωep, ωmp are the electric and magnetic plasma frequency, respectively, and
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ωe0, ωm0 are the electric and magnetic resonance frequency, respectively, and γ is
the damping rate (loss). The structure can be optimized to yield perfect impedance




, to equal the
impedance of vacuum.
The relative strengths and frequencies of the electric and magnetic resonances
are tunable by adjusting the geometric sizes of the MM structure. In particular,
changing the dimensions of the top plasmonic structure shifts the electric resonance;
and changing the thickness of the dielectric layer alters the magnetic resonance
[173,174]. If the electric and magnetic resonances occur at the same frequency, the
electromagnetic field will be strongly localized, resulting in high absorption.
In addition to the metal-dielectric-metal structure, a split-ring-resonator (SRR)
is another common component that can excite a magnetic dipole resonance. The
SRR is a metallic ring with open-gaps. Most of the reported SRRs are fabricated
on top of a planar substrate, leaving the ring plane oriented perpendicular to the
incident light. The problem with the planar SRR is that the electric field of inci-
dent light indirectly couples into the magnetic dipole resonance as a result of the
excitation of the current loop, but the magnetic field cannot directly couple into
the magnetic resonance, and hence a resonance in the effective permeability cannot
be obtained for this angle of incidence. Only when the SRR plane is oriented such
that it is parallel with the propagating direction of the incident light, as shown in
Fig. 6.3(b), will the direct coupling of the magnetic field into a magnetic dipole
resonance give rise to a resonant permeability.
Cylindrical SRR fibers can easily be fabricated using an electro-spinning tech-
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Figure 6.4: Calculated performances of the fiber-based SRR. The di-
ameter of the fiber is 200 nm, exhibiting a strong resonance (2.4µm in
wavelength for (a) and (b), with a metal coating of 50 nm; and 2.7µm in
wavelength for (c) and (d), with a thinner metal coating of 20 nm). The
extracted parameters are: (a) electric permittivity ε, and (b) magnetic
permeability µ. (c) Magnetic field is strongly confined within the ring
structure on resonance. (d) The induced current loop is distributed uni-
formly in the metallic ring, yielding a strong magnetic dipole resonance.
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nique. Electro-spinning is a low-cost and scalable technique to make long fibers,
either random networks or well oriented fibers, depending on how the fiber collector
is designed [175]. In the electro-spinning process, a bias voltage is preferentially
applied in one direction to facilitate the alignment of the fibers across an air gap
opened in an aluminum foil, making the fibers free-standing. After a subsequent
metal deposition, the top edge of the fiber is coated with an open-ended ring of
metal (Fig. 6.3(c)). A Transfer Matrix method is used to extract the effective pa-
rameters [167, 169, 196] of the SRR fibers (diameter is 200 nm, coated with 50 nm
thick gold), and the result is shown in Fig. 6.4. The magnetic field is strongly lo-
calized within the ring and a resonant current loop is induced as expected, with the
effective permeability showing a strong resonance. The resonance frequency and its
strength are tunable by modifying the fiber size and metal coating thickness during
the electro-spinning process.
As mentioned above, one big advantage of metameterial perfect absorbers
is that broadband perfect absorption is achievable by combining different geome-
tries and sizes to excite distinct, overlapping dipole resonances. The broadband
absorption has been investigated recently in different structures and over different
wavelength ranges [83,161,166,176], providing a very promising way to improve the
performance of hot carrier-based plasmonics devices.
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6.2.5 Alternative Materials for Hot Carriers
We have detailed various materials in Chapter 4 and discussed their potential
applications in hot carrier generation and extraction by considering the hot carrier
energy distribution upon excitation. Before the actual hot carrier excitation, as
much incident radiation as possible should be absorbed to achieve high efficiency.
According to Eq. (2.4), incident energy absorption is proportional to both the imag-
inary part of the permittivity, which ties into the intrinsic loss of a material, and the
field intensity, which can be strongly enhanced through surface plasmon excitation.
In other words, direct photon absorption and surface plasmon excitation are the
main absorption mechanisms [159]. For most metals, direct photon absorption is in-
trinsically not efficient because of the low electron-photon interaction cross-section.
On the other hand, due to the significant local field enhancement, plasmonic nanos-
tructures can exhibit high absorption cross-sections and hence usually result in more
efficient hot carrier generation [159] in spite of the low intrinsic loss. Therefore, the
following discussion will mainly focus on a number of approaches to achieving better
surface plasmon excitation.
Despite the extensive use of conventional metals in plasmonics, intrinsic prob-
lems are associated with them. First of all, conventional metals exhibit relatively
high losses at optical frequencies that arise largely from electronic transitions (inter-
band or intraband transitions) and scattering losses [142,177]. In many applications,
a small imaginary part of the metal’s dielectric function (ε”) is required. Further,
the optical properties of the conventional metals cannot be easily tuned, which
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is a desired feature for many advanced applications. Moreover, noble metals are
expensive, and are not compatible with the existing standard semiconductor fab-
rication and integration processes [178–180]. Lastly, ultra-thin metal films grown
by common techniques are often semi-continuous or even discontinuous and consist
of many small grains, which increase the losses resulting from grain-boundary scat-
tering and surface roughness [142]. Therefore, seeking alternative materials for hot
carrier plasmonics is necessary and important.
According to Eq. (2.3), in order to minimize losses in a plasmonic material,
we need to either reduce the damping rate γ by growing materials with better
crystallinity and cooling them to very low temperatures [181], or reduce the plasma
frequency ωp by decreasing the carrier concentration. In conventional plasmonic
materials, the carrier concentration is very large (∼1023 cm−3), such that losses
in visible and IR ranges are intrinsically high. However in recent years, several
alternative materials have been proposed and investigated both theoretically and
experimentally for implementing low-loss plasmonics.
Semiconductors. Semiconductors can be heavily doped to increase the car-
rier concentration and to achieve optical properties like a metal (ε′ < 0) in the de-
sired frequency range [197]. A high carrier concentration (∼1021 cm−3) is required
for a common semiconductor (Si) to behave like a metal in the telecommunication
wavelength range (∼1.55 µm) [142]. However, ultra-high doping brings more crystal
defects and results in larger losses due to trap states and increased impurity scat-
tering. As a result, optimizing the doping concentration is critical in semiconductor
plasmonics. On the other hand, interband transitions are another main loss source
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for high-energy photons in a semiconductor. So a relatively wide bandgap is desired
for semiconductor-based plasmonics.
Silicon is widely used in the micro-electronics and photonics industries. How-
ever, it requires a very high doping concentration to achieve plasmonic properties
in the NIR frequency range, rendering it rather challenging. However, highly-doped
silicon has been reported to exhibit plasmonic behavior in the mid-IR range (8-10
µm) [142]. Germanium has an intrinsically higher electron mobility with a smaller
Drude damping loss [182]. However, it is even more challenging to get high doping
concentrations in germanium. In addition, larger losses arise from the interband
transitions in the NIR wavelength regime due to the small bandgap. III-V semicon-
ductors are promising candidates with their tunable bandgaps. GaAs and InP have
very high electron mobilities, but doping them heavily is likewise very challenging
due to the low solid solubility of the dopants [183]. As for InAs, a carrier concen-
tration of 7.5× 1019 cm−3 has been reported and a metal-like plasmonic behavior at
wavelengths longer than 6 µm has been obtained [184] but pushing the plasmonic
wavelength further down is also very difficult. GaN has a wide bandgap (3.3 eV)
and hence a low interband loss in the visible and IR wavelength regime. Reports
have shown that an ultrahigh doping of 3 × 1021 cm−3 can be achieved with Ge
doping [185], which promises its applications in low-loss plasmonics and hot carrier
devices for the NIR wavelength range.
Transparent Conducting Oxides (TCOs). TCOs usually have large bandgaps,
and therefore they are transparent to visible light. Furthermore, the interband tran-
sition losses are naturally small, and they can be heavily doped to have metal-like
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optical properties [142,178], which make them good candidates for NIR plasmonics.
Yet the optical and electrical properties of TCO films depend on the deposition
techniques and the thickness of films, which are affected by interfacial defects at
the TCO/substrate interface. The aluminum-doped ZnO (AZO) has proved to have
the lowest losses when heavily doped due to better crystallinity [142, 179, 186], but
it cannot achieve as high of a doping concentration as gallium-doped ZnO (GZO)
and ITO. Both the nano-patterned ITO and ZnO have been found to exhibit surface
plasmon resonances in the NIR wavelength range, and the losses in the TCOs for the
NIR wavelength range are much smaller than those in conventional metals [178,186].
Dilute Metals. A dilute metal is a metal that is doped with non-metallic el-
ements to reduce the carrier concentration. However, sometimes the electronic band
structures are also altered by those non-metallic elements, so optimizing the doping
is critical. Metal silicides and germanides are good candidates in that they exhibit
metal-like optical properties in a wide spectral range (visible, NIR and MIR) [187],
but compared to noble metals, their optical losses are high due to interband tran-
sitions [188]. Metal nitrides also show metallic optical properties in the visible and
NIR ranges [179, 189]. Similarly, the interband transitions result in high losses in
the frequency regime of interest. The optical properties can also be altered when
the deposition conditions are changed, which necessitates accurately tuning the fab-
rication conditions. Surface plasmon resonances have been reported for wavelengths
from 700-900 nm [190]. Although none of the nitrides perform better than silver
in the near UV region, some of them (e.g. TiN, ZrN) exhibit similar optical prop-
erties to gold in the visible region. With their much better tunability, mechanical
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durability, and the compatibility with the standard semiconductor fabrication tech-
nologies, as well as the much longer carrier relaxation times [191–193], the metal
nitrides have very promising applications in the NIR hot carrier plasmonics as long
as the properties can be further optimized by exploring more combinations of the
compounds.
Metal Alloys. Recently, metal alloys have received attention within the
plasmonics community [198]. Alloying a noble metal with another metal can change
the Fermi level and also shift the transition bands (e.g. d-band), which would
consequently change the optical properties, such as the plasma frequency and the
losses [177]. It was reported that gold-cadmium alloy exhibits larger optical losses
in the NIR and visible ranges with a higher carrier concentration, but the transition
band is also blue-shifted, moving the loss peak towards the shorter wavelengths [177].
Potassium-gold alloys exhibit extremely small losses below its plasma frequency of
1.54 eV, which seems an excellent candidate for the low-loss plasmonics, but the
fabrication of alkali-noble metal compound is very challenging [194].
Carbon Nanotubes. Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are cylindrical nanostruc-
ture consisting of carbon. With different structures (single-walled, multi-walled,
zigzag, chiral, etc.) and doping conditions, they exhibit unique mechanical, electri-
cal, thermal and optical properties [199–203]. In particular, photodetectors based
on single-walled CNT has been reported before, and different absorption spectra are
obtained with different CNT structures [204,205]. Figure 6.5(a) shows the topogra-
phy of a thin film made of multi-layered conductive CNTs on ethanol-cleaned thin
glass slides. The thin film appears black because it has a broadband and nearly
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Figure 6.5: Thin films consisting of conductive CNTs. (a) Topography
of the multi-layer stacks of CNTs, as determined by atomic force mi-
croscopy. (b) Absorption spectrum of the thin films with different layers
of CNTs. The absorption is over 60% for all visible wavelengths for the
3-layer stack.
uniform absorption, as shown in Fig. 6.5(b). For 3 layers of CNTs, the absorption is
over 60% for all wavelengths in the visible regime, which makes it an ideal candidate
for hot carrier excitation and extraction under solar illumination. Further optimiza-
tion of the growth conditions and the thickness of the film are perhaps needed to
improve the performance in order to reach the balance between optical absorption
and hot carrier extraction.
In summary, these alternative materials provide a much broader range of pos-
sibilities for hot carrier plasmonic materials. When selecting the materials, the po-
tential application and wavelength range are crucial to deciding which material and
deposition process to choose. Here, we have taken the first steps in this new field by
fabricating the first hot carrier devices based on TCOs, proposed new high efficiency
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solar power devices based on these concepts, and have proposed new directions to
stimulate further exploration in this exciting field.
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Appendix A: Useful Codes for the Theoretical Modeling and Calcu-
lation
In this Appendix chapter, we provide the codes used to calculate the hot
carrier device performances, including the light absorption, hot carrier generation,
transport, injection in a metal-oxide-TCO device; including the method to compute
the upper limit of the hybrid cell using detailed-balance model; including the cal-
culation of the hot carrier redistribution in different materials; and including the
effective parameters retrieval for metamaterials.
A.1 Metal-insulator-TCO Based Hot Carrier Device
A.1.1 Optical Simulation Using Lumerical FDTD
1 %% get op t i c a l data from the s imu la t i on %%
2 s e l e c t ( ” : : model ”) ;
3 d1=get (”d1 ”) ; % get the th i ckne s s o f the bottom metal l a y e r
4 d0=get (”d0 ”) ; % get the th i ckne s s o f the oxide l ay e r
5 he ight=get (” he ight ”) ; % get the th i c kne s s o f the top metal ( s e t
vo l t age to be 0)
6 run ; % run the s imu la t i on
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Figure A.1: Lumerical FDTD simulation structure design.
7 r e f l e c t i o n=−t r ansmi s s i on (” r e f l e c t i o n ”) ;
8 abs Au=transmi s s i on (”T21”)−t r ansmi s s i on (”T22”) ;
9 abs ITO=transmi s s i on (”T11”)−t r ansmi s s i on (”T12”) ; % Absorption spectrum
10 x=getdata (” p r o f i l e ” ,”x”) ;
11 y=getdata (” p r o f i l e ” ,”y”) ; % x and y coo rd ina t e s
12 f=getdata (” p r o f i l e ” ,” f ”) ; % source l i g h t f requency
13 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%% ana l y s i s %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
14 source power=sourcepower ( f ) ∗(300 e−9) ; % assume 300 nm long in the z
d i r e c t i on , the ac tua l l ength does not mater
15 E2=pinch ( g e t e l e c t r i c (” p r o f i l e ”) , 3 , 1 ) ; % Fie ld i n t e n s i t y
16 i f ( havedata (” r e f r a c t i v e index ” ,” index x ”) ) {
17 n=getdata (” r e f r a c t i v e index ” ,” index x ”) ; % r e f r a c t i v e index
18 }
19 e l s e {
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20 n=getdata (” r e f r a c t i v e index ” ,” index z ”) ;
21 }
22 W=meshgrid3dz (x , y , f ∗2∗ pi ) ;
23 SP=meshgrid3dz (x , y , source power ) ;
24 ep s i l o n=pinch ( eps0 ∗nˆ2 ,3 ,1 ) ; % d i e l e c t r i c func t i on
25 Pabs=0.5∗W∗E2∗ imag ( ep s i l o n ) ∗(300 e−9)/SP ; % absorpt ion power dens i ty
per un i t i n c i d en t power p r o f i l e
26 image (x∗1e9 , y∗1e9 , pinch (Pabs , 3 , 1 ) /max( pinch (Pabs , 3 , 1 ) ) ,”x (nm) ” ,”y (nm)
” ,” normal ized absorpt ion p r o f i l e ”) ; % contour image o f the
absorpt ion power dens i ty
27 matlabsave (” s imu l a t i o n v a r i a b l e s ” , d1 , d0 , height , r e f l e c t i o n , abs Au ,
abs ITO , x , y , f , source power , E2 , Pabs ) ; % save data f o r f o l l ow i ng
c a l c u l a t i o n s in MATLAB
28 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
29 sw i t ch to l ayout ; % switch to the o r i g i n a l s imu la t i on mode to save
memory space
A.1.2 Main Function in MATLAB for Calculating the Device Per-
formance
1 %%%%%%%% load parameters from FDTD s imu la t i on %%%%%%%%%
2 a l l=load ( ’ s imu l a t i o n v a r i a b l e s . mat ’ ) ;
3 d0=a l l . d0 ; d1=a l l . d1 ;
4 he ight=a l l . he ight ;
5 r e f l e c t i o n=a l l . r e f l e c t i o n ;
6 abs Au=a l l . abs Au ; abs ITO=a l l . abs ITO ;
7 x=a l l . x ; y=a l l . y ; f=a l l . f ;
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8 source power=a l l . source power ;
9 E2=a l l . E2 ; Pabs=a l l . Pabs ;
10 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
11 f i d=fopen ( ’ r e s u l t . txt ’ , ’wt ’ ) ; % open a text f i l e f o r s t o r i n g data
12 %%%%%%%%%%%% parameters %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
13 m=9.11∗10ˆ(−31) ; % e l e c t r o n mass
14 phiB Au=0.4∗1.6∗10ˆ(−19) ; % ba r r i e r he ight between Au and Al2O3 , the
r e f e r e n c e metal where vo l tage i s kept zero
15 phiB ITO=0.4∗1.6∗10ˆ(−19) ; % ba r r i e r he ight between ITO and Al2O3
16 de l ta B=phiB ITO−phiB Au ; % r e l a t i v e b a r r i e r he ight d i f f e r e n c e
17 Eg=6∗1.6∗10ˆ(−19) ; % bandgap o f Al2O3
18 Ef=5.5∗1.6∗10ˆ(−19) ; % Fermi l e v e l , which va r i e s with mate r i a l s and
modi f i ed EDOS
19 V1=Ef+phiB Au ; % the conduct ion band edge o f ox ide on r e f e r e n c e s i d e
20 V2=V1−Eg ; % the va l ence band edge o f ox ide on r e f e r e n c e s i d e
21 h=6.63∗10ˆ(−34) ; hbar=h/2/ p i ; c=3∗10ˆ(8) ;
22 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
23 lamda=c/ f ∗10ˆ9 ; % wavelength in nm
24 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’ wavelength/nm ’ ) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ , lamda ) ;
25 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’ r e f l e c t i o n ’ ) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ , r e f l e c t i o n ) ;
26 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’Au absorpt ion ’ ) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ , abs Au ) ;
27 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’ITO absorpt ion ’ ) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ , abs ITO ) ;
28 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’ source power ’ ) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ , source power ) ;
29 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
30 %%%%%%%%%%%%%% main s c r i p t %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
31 UT=l i n s p a c e ( −3 .4 ,3 .4 ,90) ’ ; % app l i ed b iased vo l tage , with the
r e f e r e n c e metal s i d e always s e t as 0
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32 nx=length (x ) ; ny=length (y ) ; nf=length ( f ) ;
33 Eph=h∗ f ; % photon energy at d i f f e r e n t f r e qu en c i e s
34 Npht=source power /Eph ; % number o f i n c i d en t photons at d i f f e r e n t
f r e qu en c i e s
35 [ v a r i ab l e 1 , va r i ab l e 2 , Npht mtx]=ndgrid (x , y , Npht ) ;
36 e t a t o t a l=Pabs .∗Npht mtx ; % t o t a l absorbed photon numbers with a l l
f r e qu en c i e s summed up at d i f f e r e n t p o s i t i o n s
37 E=l i n s p a c e (Eph/500 ,Eph , 200 ) ’ ; % hot e l e c t r o n ( ho le ) energy r e l a t i v e to
Ef
38 ytopindex=f i nd (y>=d1+d0 ) ; % f i nd the Au l ay e r p o s i t i o n
39 ytop=y( ytopindex ) ;
40 ybottomindex=f i nd ( ( y<=d1 )&(y>=0)) ; % f i nd the oxide l ay e r p o s i t i o n
41 ybottom=y( ybottomindex ) ;
42 ymidindex=f i nd ( ( y<=d1+d0 )&(y>=d1 ) ) ; % f i nd the ITO lay e r p o s i t i o n
43 ymid=y( ymidindex ) ;
44 etatop=e t a t o t a l ( 1 : nx , ytopindex ) ;
45 [ v a r i ab l e 1 , va r i ab l e 2 , Eph mtx1]=ndgrid (x , ytop , Eph) ;
46 etabottom=e t a t o t a l ( 1 : nx , ybottomindex ) ;
47 [ v a r i ab l e 1 , va r i ab l e 2 , Eph mtx2]=ndgrid (x , ybottom ,Eph) ;
48 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
49 %%%% c a l l other m f i l e s to complete the c a l c u l a t i o n %%%
50 I t op e=curve 1 (UT, Ef ,V1 , delta B , ymid , ytop , d1 , d0 , Eg ,E,Eph , etatop , x , y ,m,
hbar ) ;
51 I bottome=curve 2 (UT, Ef ,V1 , delta B , ymid , ybottom , d1 , d0 , Eg ,E,Eph ,
etabottom , x , y ,m, hbar ) ;
52 I toph=curve 3 (UT, Ef ,V1 ,V2 , delta B , ymid , ytop , d1 , d0 , Eg ,E,Eph , etatop , x , y ,
m, hbar ) ;
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53 I bottomh=curve 4 (UT, Ef ,V1 ,V2 , delta B , ymid , ybottom , d1 , d0 , Eg ,E,Eph ,
etabottom , x , y ,m, hbar ) ;
54 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
55 t o t a l I=I tope−I bottome−I toph+I bottomh ; % t o t a l photocurrent
56 I per W=t o t a l I / source power ; % normal ized cur rent
57 product=−t o t a l I .∗UT;
58 t o t a l e f f=max( product ) / source power ; % power conver s i on e f f i c i e n c y
59 EQE=t o t a l I ( f i nd ( abs (UT)==min ( abs (UT) ) ) ) /(1.6∗10ˆ(−19) ) /Npht ; % EQE at
t h i s f requency
60 p lo t (UT, I per W ) ;
61 x l ab e l ( ’ vo l t age (V) ’ ) ;
62 y l ab e l ( ’ photoresponse (A/W) ’ ) ;
63 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’PCE=’ ) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ , t o t a l e f f ) ;
64 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’Voc=’ ) ;
65 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ ,UT( f i nd ( abs ( t o t a l I )==min ( abs ( t o t a l I ) ) ) ) ) ;
66 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’EQE=’ ) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ ,EQE) ;
67 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’ b i a s (V) ’ ) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ ,UT) ;
68 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’ photoresponse (A/W) ’ ) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ , I per W ) ;
A.1.3 Subfunction I for Calculating Photocurrent
1 %%%%%%%%%%%% top e l e c t r o n cur rent %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
2 f unc t i on I t ope=curve 1 (UT, Ef ,V1 , delta B , ymid , ytop , d1 , d0 , Eg ,E,Eph ,
etatop , x , y ,m, hbar )
3 %%%% In the f o l l ow i ng ana ly s i s , top and 1 mean Au, bottom and 2 mean
ITO %%%%
4 I t op e=ze ro s ( l ength (UT) ,1 ) ; % top always means the r e f e r e n c e metal
5 N=ze ro s ( l ength (E) ,1 ) ; % number o f c a r r i e r s c o l l e c t e d with energy E
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6 f o r count=1: l ength (UT)
7 Ef1=Ef ; % top l ay e r Fermi l e v e l
8 Ef2=Ef−1.6∗10ˆ(−19)∗UT( count ) ; % bottom lay e r Fermi l e v e l
9 U1=V1−1.6∗10ˆ(−19)∗UT( count )+de l ta B+(ymid−d1 ) /d0 ∗(1.6∗10ˆ(−19) ∗UT(
count )−de l ta B ) ; % conduct ion bandedge ac ro s s the i n s u l a t o r
10 U2=U1−Eg ;
11 U1 max=max(U1) ;
12 f o r i =1: l ength (E)
13 l e =3.267∗10ˆ(−9) ∗(E( i )+Ef1 ) ∗Ef1 /(E( i ) ˆ2) ; % mean f r e e path o f Au
14 i f UT( count )˜=de l ta B /1.6∗10ˆ19
15 yturning=d1+(E( i )+Ef1+1.6∗10ˆ(−19)∗UT( count )−V1−de l ta B ) ∗d0
/(1.6∗10ˆ(−19) ∗UT( count )−de l ta B ) ;
16 i f yturning>=d1+d0 yturning=d1+d0 ;
17 e l s e i f yturning<=d1 yturning=d1 ;
18 end % turn ing po int at the conduct ion band
19 e l s e yturning=d1 ;
20 end
21 Po=1/Eph/2 ;
22 i f UT( count )>=del ta B /1.6∗10ˆ19
23 ymidindex1=f i nd ( ( y<=d1+d0 )&(y>=yturning ) ) ;
24 i f isempty ( ymidindex1 ) ymidindex1=f i nd ( abs (y−d1−d0 )==min ( abs (y−
d1−d0 ) ) ) ; % cannot f i nd the index
25 end
26 e l s e
27 ymidindex1=f i nd ( ( y>=d1 )&(y<=yturning ) ) ;





31 ymid1=y( ymidindex1 ) ; % the e f f e c t i v e tunne l ing r eg i on
32 U1 prime=in t e rp1 (ymid ,U1 , ymid1 ) ;
33 U2 prime=in t e rp1 (ymid ,U2 , ymid1 ) ;
34 i n t eg rand 0=Po∗ etatop ;
35 pexc=trapz (x , integrand 0 , 1 ) ’ ;
36 Ey=l i n s p a c e (0 . 005∗ ( Ef1+E( i ) ) , Ef1+E( i ) ,100) ’ ;
37 [ Pexc , va r i ab l e 1 , v a r i a b l e 2 ]=ndgrid ( pexc , ymid1 ,Ey) ;
38 [ Ytop , va r i ab l e 1 , v a r i a b l e 2 ]=ndgrid ( ytop , ymid1 ,Ey) ;
39 [ v a r i ab l e 1 , Ymid1 , v a r i a b l e 2 ]=ndgrid ( ytop , ymid1 ,Ey) ;
40 [ v a r i ab l e 1 , va r i ab l e 2 ,EY]=ndgrid ( ytop , ymid1 ,Ey) ;
41 [ v a r i ab l e 1 , U1 mtx , v a r i a b l e 2 ]=ndgrid ( ytop , U1 prime ,Ey) ;
42 [ v a r i ab l e 1 , U2 mtx , v a r i a b l e 2 ]=ndgrid ( ytop , U2 prime ,Ey) ;
43 co s the ta=sq r t (EY/(E( i )+Ef1 ) ) ;
44 i n t eg rand 1=Pexc .∗ exp(−(Ytop−d1−d0 ) / l e . / co s the ta ) ;
45 Nint=trapz ( ytop , integrand 1 , 1 ) ;
46 Nint=squeeze ( Nint ( : , 1 , : ) ) ;
47 i f E( i )>−1.6∗10ˆ(−19)∗UT( count ) % con s i d e r i ng the Paul i
p r i n c i p l e when c a l c u l a t i n g tunne l ing
48 i f E( i )+Ef1<U1 max
49 ky2=2∗m/( hbar ˆ2) ∗ ( (E( i )+Ef1−U1 mtx ) . ∗ (E( i )+Ef1−U2 mtx ) /Eg−(E(
i )+Ef1−EY) ) ;
50 i n t eg rand 2=sq r t (−ky2 ) ;
51 Ptun=exp(−2∗ t rapz ( ymid1 , integrand 2 , 2 ) ) ; % tunne l ing
p r obab i l i t y with energy E( i ) and Ey
52 Ptun=squeeze (Ptun ( 1 , : , : ) ) ;
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53 e l s e Ptun=1;
54 end
55 e l s e Ptun=0;
56 end
57 in tegrand =0.5∗1./ sq r t (Ey) / sq r t (E( i )+Ef1 ) .∗ Nint .∗Ptun ;
58 N( i )=trapz (Ey , integrand , 1 ) ;
59 end
60 I1 =1.6∗10ˆ(−19)∗ t rapz (E,N, 1 ) ;
61 I t op e ( count )=I1 ;
62 end
A.1.4 Subfunction II for Calculating Photocurrent
1 f unc t i on I bottome=curve 2 (UT, Ef ,V1 , delta B , ymid , ybottom , d1 , d0 , Eg ,E,Eph
, etabottom , x , y ,m, hbar )
2 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% bottom e l e c t r on cur rent %%%%%%%%%%%%%
3 I bottome=ze ro s ( l ength (UT) ,1 ) ;
4 N=ze ro s ( l ength (E) ,1 ) ; % number o f c a r r i e r s c o l l e c t e d with energy E
5 f o r count=1: l ength (UT)
6 Ef1=Ef ; % top l ay e r Fermi l e v e l
7 Ef2=Ef−1.6∗10ˆ(−19)∗UT( count ) ; % bottom lay e r Fermi l e v e l
8 U1=V1−1.6∗10ˆ(−19)∗UT( count )+de l ta B+(ymid−d1 ) /d0 ∗(1.6∗10ˆ(−19) ∗UT(
count )−de l ta B ) ; % vo l tage i n s i d e the i n s u l a t o r l ay e r
9 U2=U1−Eg ;
10 U1 max=max(U1) ;
11 f o r i =1: l ength (E)
12 l e =12∗10ˆ(−9) ; % mean f r e e path o f ITO
13 i f UT( count )˜=de l ta B /1.6∗10ˆ19
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14 yturning=d1+(E( i )+Ef2+1.6∗10ˆ(−19)∗UT( count )−V1−de l ta B ) ∗d0
/(1.6∗10ˆ(−19) ∗UT( count )−de l ta B ) ;
15 i f yturning>=d1+d0 yturning=d1+d0 ;
16 e l s e i f yturning<=d1 yturning=d1 ;
17 end
18 e l s e yturning=d1 ;
19 end
20 Po=1/Eph/2 ;
21 i f UT( count )>=del ta B /1.6∗10ˆ19
22 ymidindex1=f i nd ( ( y<=d1+d0 )&(y>=yturning ) ) ;
23 i f isempty ( ymidindex1 ) ymidindex1=f i nd ( abs (y−d1−d0 )==min ( abs (y−d1
−d0 ) ) ) ;
24 end
25 e l s e
26 ymidindex1=f i nd ( ( y>=d1 )&(y<=yturning ) ) ;




30 ymid1=y( ymidindex1 ) ;
31 U1 prime=in t e rp1 (ymid ,U1 , ymid1 ) ;
32 U2 prime=in t e rp1 (ymid ,U2 , ymid1 ) ;
33 i n t eg rand 0=Po∗ etabottom ;
34 pexc=trapz (x , integrand 0 , 1 ) ’ ;
35 Ey=l i n s p a c e (0 . 005∗ ( Ef1+E( i ) ) , Ef1+E( i ) ,100) ’ ;
36 [ Pexc , va r i ab l e 1 , v a r i a b l e 2 ]=ndgrid ( pexc , ymid1 ,Ey) ;
37 [ Ybottom , va r i ab l e 1 , v a r i a b l e 2 ]=ndgrid ( ybottom , ymid1 ,Ey) ;
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38 [ v a r i ab l e 1 , Ymid1 , v a r i a b l e 2 ]=ndgrid ( ybottom , ymid1 ,Ey) ;
39 [ v a r i ab l e 1 , va r i ab l e 2 ,EY]=ndgrid ( ybottom , ymid1 ,Ey) ;
40 [ v a r i ab l e 1 , U1 mtx , v a r i a b l e 2 ]=ndgrid ( ybottom , U1 prime ,Ey) ;
41 [ v a r i ab l e 1 , U2 mtx , v a r i a b l e 2 ]=ndgrid ( ybottom , U2 prime ,Ey) ;
42 co s the ta=sq r t (EY/(E( i )+Ef1 ) ) ;
43 i n t eg rand 1=Pexc .∗ exp(−(d1−Ybottom) / l e . / co s the ta ) ;
44 Nint=trapz ( ybottom , integrand 1 , 1 ) ;
45 Nint=squeeze ( Nint ( : , 1 , : ) ) ;
46 i f E( i ) >1.6∗10ˆ(−19)∗UT( count )
47 i f E( i )+Ef2<U1 max
48 ky2=2∗m/( hbar ˆ2) ∗ ( (E( i )+Ef2−U1 mtx ) . ∗ (E( i )+Ef2−U2 mtx ) /Eg−(E( i )
+Ef1−EY) ) ;
49 i n t eg rand 2=sq r t (−ky2 ) ;
50 Ptun=exp(−2∗ t rapz ( ymid1 , integrand 2 , 2 ) ) ;
51 Ptun=squeeze (Ptun ( 1 , : , : ) ) ;
52 e l s e Ptun=1;
53 end
54 e l s e Ptun=0;
55 end
56 in tegrand =0.5∗1./ sq r t (Ey) / sq r t (E( i )+Ef1 ) .∗ Nint .∗Ptun ;
57 N( i )=trapz (Ey , integrand , 1 ) ;
58 end
59 I2 =1.6∗10ˆ(−19)∗ t rapz (E,N, 1 ) ;
60 I bottome ( count )=I2 ;
61 end
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A.1.5 Subfunction III for Calculating Photocurrent
1 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% top ho le cur rent %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
2 f unc t i on I toph=curve 3 (UT, Ef ,V1 ,V2 , delta B , ymid , ytop , d1 , d0 , Eg ,E,Eph ,
etatop , x , y ,m, hbar )
3 I toph=ze ro s ( l ength (UT) ,1 ) ;
4 N=ze ro s ( l ength (E) ,1 ) ; % number o f c a r r i e r s c o l l e c t e d with energy E
5 f o r count=1: l ength (UT)
6 Ef1=Ef ; % top l ay e r Fermi l e v e l
7 Ef2=Ef−1.6∗10ˆ(−19)∗UT( count ) ; % bottom lay e r Fermi l e v e l
8 U1=V1−1.6∗10ˆ(−19)∗UT( count )+de l ta B+(ymid−d1 ) /d0 ∗(1.6∗10ˆ(−19) ∗UT(
count )−de l ta B ) ;
9 U2=U1−Eg ;
10 U2 min=min (U2) ;
11 f o r i =1: l ength (E)
12 l e =3.267∗10ˆ(−9) ∗(E( i )+Ef1 ) ∗Ef1 /(E( i ) ˆ2) ;
13 i f UT( count )˜=de l ta B /1.6∗10ˆ19
14 yturning=d1+(−E( i )+Ef1+1.6∗10ˆ(−19)∗UT( count )−V2−de l ta B ) ∗d0
/(1.6∗10ˆ(−19) ∗UT( count )−de l ta B ) ;
15 i f yturning>=d1+d0 yturning=d1+d0 ;
16 e l s e i f yturning<=d1 yturning=d1 ;
17 end
18 e l s e yturning=d1 ;
19 end
20 Po=1/Eph/2 ;
21 i f UT( count )<=del ta B /1.6∗10ˆ19
22 ymidindex1=f i nd ( ( y<=d1+d0 )&(y>=yturning ) ) ;
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23 i f isempty ( ymidindex1 ) ymidindex1=f i nd ( abs (y−d1−d0 )==min ( abs (y−d1
−d0 ) ) ) ;
24 end
25 e l s e
26 ymidindex1=f i nd ( ( y>=d1 )&(y<=yturning ) ) ;




30 ymid1=y( ymidindex1 ) ;
31 U1 prime=in t e rp1 (ymid ,U1 , ymid1 ) ;
32 U2 prime=in t e rp1 (ymid ,U2 , ymid1 ) ;
33 i n t eg rand 0=Po∗ etatop ;
34 pexc=trapz (x , integrand 0 , 1 ) ’ ;
35 Ey=l i n s p a c e (0 . 005∗ ( Ef1−E( i ) ) , Ef1−E( i ) ,100) ’ ;
36 [ Pexc , va r i ab l e 1 , v a r i a b l e 2 ]=ndgrid ( pexc , ymid1 ,Ey) ;
37 [ Ytop , va r i ab l e 1 , v a r i a b l e 2 ]=ndgrid ( ytop , ymid1 ,Ey) ;
38 [ v a r i ab l e 1 , Ymid1 , v a r i a b l e 2 ]=ndgrid ( ytop , ymid1 ,Ey) ;
39 [ v a r i ab l e 1 , va r i ab l e 2 ,EY]=ndgrid ( ytop , ymid1 ,Ey) ;
40 [ v a r i ab l e 1 , U1 mtx , v a r i a b l e 2 ]=ndgrid ( ytop , U1 prime ,Ey) ;
41 [ v a r i ab l e 1 , U2 mtx , v a r i a b l e 2 ]=ndgrid ( ytop , U2 prime ,Ey) ;
42 co s the ta=sq r t (EY/(Ef1−E( i ) ) ) ;
43 i n t eg rand 1=Pexc .∗ exp(−(Ytop−d1−d0 ) / l e . / co s the ta ) ;
44 Nint=trapz ( ytop , integrand 1 , 1 ) ;
45 Nint=squeeze ( Nint ( : , 1 , : ) ) ;
46 i f E( i ) >1.6∗10ˆ(−19)∗UT( count )
47 i f −E( i )+Ef1>U2 min
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48 ky2=2∗m/( hbar ˆ2) ∗((−E( i )+Ef1−U1 mtx ) .∗(−E( i )+Ef1−U2 mtx ) /Eg−(−E
( i )+Ef1−EY) ) ;
49 i n t eg rand 2=sq r t (−ky2 ) ;
50 Ptun=exp(−2∗ t rapz ( ymid1 , integrand 2 , 2 ) ) ;
51 Ptun=squeeze (Ptun ( 1 , : , : ) ) ;
52 e l s e Ptun=1;
53 end
54 e l s e Ptun=0;
55 end
56 in tegrand =0.5∗1./ sq r t (Ey) / sq r t (−E( i )+Ef1 ) .∗ Nint .∗Ptun ;
57 N( i )=trapz (Ey , integrand , 1 ) ;
58 end
59 I3 =1.6∗10ˆ(−19)∗ t rapz (E,N, 1 ) ;
60 I toph ( count )=I3 ;
61 end
A.1.6 Subfunction IV for Calculating Photocurrent
1 f unc t i on I bottomh=curve 4 (UT, Ef ,V1 ,V2 , delta B , ymid , ybottom , d1 , d , Eg ,E,
Eph , etabottom , x , y ,m, hbar )
2 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% bottom hole cur rent %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
3 I bottomh=ze ro s ( l ength (UT) ,1 ) ;
4 N=ze ro s ( l ength (E) ,1 ) ; % number o f c a r r i e r s c o l l e c t e d with energy E
5 f o r count=1: l ength (UT)
6 Ef1=Ef ; % top l ay e r Fermi l e v e l
7 Ef2=Ef−1.6∗10ˆ(−19)∗UT( count ) ; % bottom lay e r Fermi l e v e l
8 U1=V1−1.6∗10ˆ(−19)∗UT( count )+de l ta B+(ymid−d1 ) /d0 ∗(1.6∗10ˆ(−19) ∗UT(
count )−de l ta B ) ;
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9 U2=U1−Eg ;
10 U2 min=min (U2) ;
11 f o r i =1: l ength (E)
12 l e =12∗10ˆ(−9) ; % mean f r e e path o f ITO
13 i f UT( count )˜=de l ta B /1.6∗10ˆ19
14 yturning=d1+(−E( i )+Ef2+1.6∗10ˆ(−19)∗UT( count )−V2−de l ta B ) ∗d0 / (1 . 6
e−19∗UT( count )−de l ta B ) ;
15 i f yturning>=d1+d0 yturning=d1+d0 ;
16 e l s e i f yturning<=d1 yturning=d1 ;
17 end
18 e l s e yturning=d1 ;
19 end
20 Po=1/Eph/2 ;
21 i f UT( count )<=del ta B /1.6∗10ˆ19
22 ymidindex1=f i nd ( ( y<=d1+d0 )&(y>=yturning ) ) ;
23 i f isempty ( ymidindex1 ) ymidindex1=f i nd ( abs (y−d1−d0 )==min ( abs (y−d1
−d0 ) ) ) ;
24 end
25 e l s e
26 ymidindex1=f i nd ( ( y>=d1 )&(y<=yturning ) ) ;




30 ymid1=y( ymidindex1 ) ;
31 U1 prime=in t e rp1 (ymid ,U1 , ymid1 ) ;
32 U2 prime=in t e rp1 (ymid ,U2 , ymid1 ) ;
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33 i n t eg rand 0=Po∗ etabottom ;
34 pexc=trapz (x , integrand 0 , 1 ) ’ ;
35 Ey=l i n s p a c e (0 . 005∗ ( Ef1−E( i ) ) , Ef1−E( i ) ,100) ’ ;
36 [ Pexc , va r i ab l e 1 , v a r i a b l e 2 ]=ndgrid ( pexc , ymid1 ,Ey) ;
37 [ Ybottom , va r i ab l e 1 , v a r i a b l e 2 ]=ndgrid ( ybottom , ymid1 ,Ey) ;
38 [ v a r i ab l e 1 , Ymid1 , v a r i a b l e 2 ]=ndgrid ( ybottom , ymid1 ,Ey) ;
39 [ v a r i ab l e 1 , va r i ab l e 2 ,EY]=ndgrid ( ybottom , ymid1 ,Ey) ;
40 [ v a r i ab l e 1 , U1 mtx , v a r i a b l e 2 ]=ndgrid ( ybottom , U1 prime ,Ey) ;
41 [ v a r i ab l e 1 , U2 mtx , v a r i a b l e 2 ]=ndgrid ( ybottom , U2 prime ,Ey) ;
42 co s the ta=sq r t (EY/(Ef1−E( i ) ) ) ;
43 i n t eg rand 1=Pexc .∗ exp(−(d1−Ybottom) / l e . / co s the ta ) ;
44 Nint=trapz ( ybottom , integrand 1 , 1 ) ;
45 Nint=squeeze ( Nint ( : , 1 , : ) ) ;
46 i f E( i )>−1.6∗10ˆ(−19)∗UT( count )
47 i f −E( i )+Ef2>U2 min
48 ky2=2∗m/( hbar ˆ2) ∗((−E( i )+Ef2−U1 mtx ) .∗(−E( i )+Ef2−U2 mtx ) /Eg−(−E
( i )+Ef1−EY) ) ;
49 i n t eg rand 2=sq r t (−ky2 ) ;
50 Ptun=exp(−2∗ t rapz ( ymid1 , integrand 2 , 2 ) ) ;
51 Ptun=squeeze (Ptun ( 1 , : , : ) ) ;
52 e l s e Ptun=1;
53 end
54 e l s e Ptun=0;
55 end
56 in tegrand =0.5∗1./ sq r t (Ey) / sq r t (−E( i )+Ef1 ) .∗ Nint .∗Ptun ;
57 N( i )=trapz (Ey , integrand , 1 ) ;
58 end
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59 I4 =1.6∗10ˆ(−19)∗ t rapz (E,N, 1 ) ;
60 I bottomh ( count )=I4 ;
61 end
A.2 Hot Carrier Injection Device
A.2.1 MATLAB code for Calculating the Theoretical Efficiency
1 f i d=fopen ( ’ r e s u l t . txt ’ , ’wt ’ ) ; % open a text f i l e to s t o r e the data
2 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% parameters %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
3 h=6.626∗10ˆ(−34) ; c=3∗10ˆ8; p i =3.1416;
4 Ts=5760; Tc=300; thetaS =0.00467; % s o l a r l i g h t ang le
5 kB=1.381∗10ˆ(−23) ; q=1.6∗10ˆ(−19) ;
6 Eg=1.1∗q ; % Bandgap o f the semiconductor
7 Ef=0.15∗q ; % Fermi energy o f the metal contact




12 phi B=l i n s p a c e (Eg/2 ,Eg , num1) ’ ; % The ba r r i e r he ight range
13 eta=ze ro s (num1 , 1 ) ;
14 J s c=ze ro s (num1 , 1 ) ;
15 V oc=ze ro s (num1 , 1 ) ; % e f f i c i e n c y , Jsc and Voc a l l vary with the
b a r r i e r he ight
16 V=l i n s p a c e (0 ,Eg/q−0.15 ,num2) ’ ; % vary the b ia s vo l t age
17 JL low=ze ro s (num1 , num2) ; % sub−bandgap photocurrent
18 JL high=ze ro s (num1 , num2) ; % above−bandgap photocurrent
19 num3=15000; num4=10000; num5=15000;
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20 E high=l i n s p a c e (Eg ,100∗Eg , num3) ’ ; % photon energy above the bandgap
21 E low=l i n s p a c e (Eg/1000 ,Eg , num4) ’ ; % photon energy below the bandgap
22 y1=2/hˆ3/ c ˆ2∗E high . ˆ 2 . / ( exp ( E high/kB/Ts)−1) ;
23 fun1=trapz ( E high , y1 ) ;
24 JL high t=q∗ pi /2∗(1− cos (2∗ thetaS ) ) ∗ fun1 ; % photo−generated cur rent
due to the p−n junc t i on absorpt ion
25 y3=2/hˆ3/ c ˆ2∗E high . ˆ 2 . / ( exp ( E high/kB/Tc)−1) ;
26 fun3=trapz ( E high , y3 ) ;
27 J ambient=q∗ pi ∗ fun3 ; % Current from ambient absorpt ion
28 y5=2/hˆ3/ c ˆ2∗E high . ˆ 2 . ∗ exp(−E high/kB/Tc) ;
29 fun5=trapz ( E high , y5 ) ;
30 J emi=q∗ pi ∗ fun5∗exp (q∗V/kB/Tc) ; % Reverse s a tu ra t i on cur rent
31 f o r i =1:num1
32 ind=max( f i nd ( abs (V−phi B ( i ) /q )==min ( abs (V−phi B ( i ) /q ) ) ) ) ; % f i nd
the maximum vo l tage
33 Prob=ze ro s (num4 , 1 ) ; % Probab i l i t y o f hot c a r r i e r i n j e c t i o n at each
wavelength
34 f o r j =1:num4
35 i f E low ( j )<=phi B ( i ) % Low energy c a r r i e r s w i l l be blocked
36 Prob ( j )=0;
37 e l s e
38 i f E low ( j )<Ef E=l i n s p a c e (0 , E low ( j ) ,num5) ’ ;
39 e l s e E=l i n s p a c e ( E low ( j )−Ef , E low ( j ) ,num5) ’ ;
40 end
41 in tegrand=ze ro s (num5 , 1 ) ;
42 row 1=sq r t ( Ef+E) ; % EDOS of the i n i t i a l s t a t e
43 row 2=sq r t ( Ef+E−E low ( j ) ) ; % EDOS of the f i n a l s t a t e
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44 EDJDOS=row 1 .∗ row 2 ; % Jo int EDOS
45 func 1=trapz (E,EDJDOS) ; po int=f i nd (E>phi B ( i ) ) ;
46 in tegrand ( po int )=EDJDOS( po int ) ;
47 func 2=trapz (E, integrand ) ; Prob ( j )=func 2 / func 1 ;
48 end
49 end
50 y2=2/hˆ3/ c ˆ2∗E low . ˆ 2 . / ( exp ( E low/kB/Ts)−1) .∗Prob ;
51 fun2=trapz ( E low , y2 ) ;
52 JL low ( i , 1 : ind )=q∗ pi /2∗(1− cos (2∗ thetaS ) ) ∗ fun2 ; % Photocurrent due
to hot c a r r i e r i n j e c t i o n
53 JL high ( i , 1 : ind )=JL high t ;
54 J=JL low ( i , 1 : num2) ’+JL high ( i , 1 : num2) ’+J ambient−J emi ; % t o t a l
cur rent
55 e f f=J .∗V/P to ta l ;
56 index=max( f i nd ( e f f==max( e f f ) ) ) ; eta ( i )=e f f ( index ) ;
57 J s c ( i )=JL low ( i , 1 )+JL high ( i , 1 ) ;
58 index 1=max( f i nd ( abs ( J )==min ( abs ( J ) ) ) ) ;
59 V oc ( i )=V( index 1 ) ;
60 end
61 e ta opt=max( eta ) ; % The u l t imate e f f i c i e n c y f o r a g iven Eg
62 index 2=max( f i nd ( eta==eta opt ) ) ;
63 phi B opt=phi B ( index 2 ) ;
64 J s c op t=J sc ( index 2 ) ; V oc opt=V oc ( index 2 ) ;
65 J opt=JL low ( index 2 , 1 : num2) ’+JL high ( index 2 , 1 : num2) ’+J ambient−J emi ;
66 f i g u r e
67 p lo t (V, J opt ) ;
68 x l ab e l ( ’ Voltage (V) ’ ) ; y l ab e l ( ’ Current (A/mˆ2) ’ ) ;
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69 f i g u r e
70 p lo t ( phi B/q , eta ∗100) ;
71 x l ab e l ( ’ b a r r i e r he ight (eV) ’ ) ; y l ab e l ( ’ e f f i c i e b c y (%) ’ ) ;
72 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’ bandgap (eV) ’ ) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ ,Eg/q ) ;
73 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’ Fermi l e v e l (eV) ’ ) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ , Ef/q ) ;
74 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’ the opt imized b a r r i e r (eV) ’ ) ;
75 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ , phi B opt /q ) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’ the opt imized
e f f i c i e n c y ’ ) ;
76 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ , e ta opt ) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’ the opt imized J s c (A/
mˆ2) ’ ) ;
77 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ , J s c op t ) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’ the opt imized V oc (V
) ’ ) ;
78 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ , V oc opt ) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’ the b a r r i e r (eV) ’ ) ;
79 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ , phi B/q ) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’ the e f f i c i e n c y ’ ) ;
80 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ , eta ) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’ the J s c (A/mˆ2) ’ ) ;
81 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ , J s c ) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’ the V oc (V) ’ ) ;
82 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ , V oc ) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’ Bias (V) ’ ) ;
83 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ ,V) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’ Current (A/mˆ2) ’ ) ;
84 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ , J opt ) ;
A.2.2 MATLAB code for Calculating the Efficiency of Real Device
with the Nanostructured Contact
The parameters needed are the same as the above code, so we just start with
the main code. We need one xlsx file named ’data.xlsx’ to store the data of the back
contact material’s EDOS , and another xlsx file named ’analysis.xlsx’ to store the
sub-bandgap absorption spectrum data before running the following scripts.
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1 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
2 E dos=x l s r e ad ( ’ data . x l sx ’ , ’ Sheet1 ’ , ’A2 : A789 ’ ) ∗q−Ef ; % energy r e l a t i v e
to the Fermi l e v e l
3 dos=x l s r e ad ( ’ data . x l sx ’ , ’ Sheet1 ’ , ’C2 : C789 ’ ) ; % EDOS f o r the mate r i a l
4 E min=min ( E dos ) ; E max=max( E dos ) ;
5 E dos t=l i n s p a c e (E min , E max , 500 ) ;
6 dos t=ze ro s (500 ,1 ) ;
7 f o r i =1:500
8 index=max( f i nd ( abs ( E dos−E dos t ( i ) )==min ( abs ( E dos−E dos t ( i ) ) ) ) ) ;
9 dos t ( i )=dos ( index ) ;
10 end
11 % Note : we w i l l use hot ho l e i n j e c t i o n f o r gold because i t s EDOS favo r s
the hot ho le i n j e c t i o n
12 num1=70; num2=600; num3=15000;
13 phi B=l i n s p a c e (Eg/1000 ,Eg , num1) ’ ; % vary the b a r r i e r he ight
14 eta=ze ro s (num1 , 1 ) ; J s c=ze ro s (num1 , 1 ) ; V oc=ze ro s (num1 , 1 ) ;
15 V=l i n s p a c e (0 ,Eg/q−0.2 ,num2) ’ ;
16 JL low=ze ro s (num1 , num2) ; JL high=ze ro s (num1 , num2) ;
17 E high=l i n s p a c e (Eg ,100∗Eg , num3) ’ ; % photon energy above the bandgap
18 lamda ph=x l s r ead ( ’ a n a l y s i s . x l sx ’ , ’ Sheet1 ’ , ’A2 : A435 ’ ) ∗1e−6; % sub−
bandgap wavelength
19 E low=h∗c . / lamda ph ; % photon energy below the bandgap
20 abs Au=x l s r ead ( ’ a n a l y s i s . x l sx ’ , ’ Sheet1 ’ , ’B2 : B435 ’ ) ; % Au absorpt ion
in t h i s case
21 num4=length ( E low ) ; num5=15000;
22 y1=2/hˆ3/ c ˆ2∗E high . ˆ 2 . / ( exp ( E high/kB/Ts)−1) ;
23 fun1=trapz ( E high , y1 ) ;
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24 JL high t=q∗ pi /2∗(1− cos (2∗ thetaS ) ) ∗ fun1 ;
25 y3=2/hˆ3/ c ˆ2∗E high . ˆ 2 . / ( exp ( E high/kB/Tc)−1) ;
26 fun3=trapz ( E high , y3 ) ;
27 J ambient=q∗ pi ∗ fun3 ;
28 y5=2/hˆ3/ c ˆ2∗E high . ˆ 2 . ∗ exp(−E high/kB/Tc) ;
29 fun5=trapz ( E high , y5 ) ;
30 J emi=q∗ pi ∗ fun5∗exp (q∗V/kB/Tc) ;
31 f o r i =1:num1
32 ind=max( f i nd ( abs (V−phi B ( i ) /q )==min ( abs (V−phi B ( i ) /q ) ) ) ) ;
33 Prob=ze ro s (num4 , 1 ) ;
34 f o r j =1:num4
35 i f E low ( j )<=phi B ( i ) Prob ( j )=0;
36 e l s e
37 E=l i n s p a c e (0 , E low ( j ) ,num5) ’ ; in tegrand=ze ro s (num5 , 1 ) ;
38 row 1=in t e rp1 ( E dos t , dos t ,−E) ; % ex t r apo l a t e the EDOS
data f o r the i n i t i a l s t a t e
39 row 2=in t e rp1 ( E dos t , dos t ,−E+E low ( j ) ) ; % ex t r apo l a t e
the EDOS data f o r the f i n a l s t a t e
40 EDJDOS=row 1 .∗ row 2 ; func 1=trapz (E,EDJDOS) ;
41 point=f i nd (E>phi B ( i ) ) ; in tegrand ( po int )=EDJDOS( po int ) ;
42 func 2=trapz (E, integrand ) ; Prob ( j )=func 2 / func 1 ;
43 end
44 end
45 y2=2/hˆ3/ c ˆ2∗E low . ˆ 2 . / ( exp ( E low/kB/Ts)−1) .∗Prob .∗ abs Au ;
46 fun2=trapz ( E low , y2 ) ;
47 JL low ( i , 1 : ind )=q∗ pi /2∗(1− cos (2∗ thetaS ) ) ∗ fun2 ;
48 JL high ( i , 1 : ind )=JL high t ;
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49 J=JL low ( i , 1 : num2) ’+JL high ( i , 1 : num2) ’+J ambient−J emi ;
50 e f f=J .∗V/P to ta l ; index=max( f i nd ( e f f==max( e f f ) ) ) ;
51 eta ( i )=e f f ( index ) ;
52 J s c ( i )=JL low ( i , 1 )+JL high ( i , 1 ) ;
53 index 1=max( f i nd ( abs ( J )==min ( abs ( J ) ) ) ) ;
54 V oc ( i )=V( index 1 ) ;
55 end
56 e ta opt=max( eta ) ; index 2=max( f i nd ( eta==eta opt ) ) ;
57 phi B opt=phi B ( index 2 ) ;
58 J s c op t=J sc ( index 2 ) ; V oc opt=V oc ( index 2 ) ;
59 J opt=JL low ( index 2 , 1 : num2) ’+JL high ( index 2 , 1 : num2) ’+J ambient−J emi ;
60 f i g u r e
61 p lo t ( phi B/q , eta ∗100) ;
62 x l ab e l ( ’ b a r r i e r he ight (eV) ’ ) ; y l ab e l ( ’ e f f i c i e b c y (%) ’ ) ;
63 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’ bandgap (eV) ’ ) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ ,Eg/q ) ;
64 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’ Fermi l e v e l (eV) ’ ) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ , Ef/q ) ;
65 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’ the opt imized b a r r i e r (eV) ’ ) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ ,
phi B opt /q ) ;
66 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’ the opt imized e f f i c i e n c y ’ ) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ ,
e ta opt ) ;
67 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’ the opt imized J s c (A/mˆ2) ’ ) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ ,
J s c op t ) ;
68 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’ the opt imized V oc (V) ’ ) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ ,
V oc opt ) ;
69 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’ the b a r r i e r (eV) ’ ) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ , phi B/q ) ;
70 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’ the e f f i c i e n c y ’ ) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ , eta ) ;
71 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’ the J s c (A/mˆ2) ’ ) ;
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72 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ , J s c ) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’ the V oc (V) ’ ) ;
73 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ , V oc ) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’ Bias (V) ’ ) ;
74 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ ,V) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’ Current (A/mˆ2) ’ ) ;
75 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ , J opt ) ;
A.2.3 MATLAB code for Calculating Power Generation Spectrum
Here we also leave out the declaration of those parameters since they are the
same as before. Before running this script, a xlsx file named ’I V.xlsx’ is needed to
store the current-voltage data obtained from the above code.
1 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
2 V=x l s r ead ( ’ I V . x l sx ’ , ’ Sheet1 ’ , ’A2 : A601 ’ ) ;
3 J=x l s r ead ( ’ I V . x l sx ’ , ’ Sheet1 ’ , ’B2 : B601 ’ ) ;
4 power=J .∗V; index=max( f i nd ( power==max( power ) ) ) ;
5 V opt=V( index ) ; % f i nd the vo l tage where the maximum power i s
generated .
6 f a c t o r=J ( index ) /max( J ) ;
7 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
8 E dos=x l s r e ad ( ’ data . x l sx ’ , ’ Sheet1 ’ , ’A2 : A789 ’ ) ∗q−Ef ;
9 dos=x l s r e ad ( ’ data . x l sx ’ , ’ Sheet1 ’ , ’C2 : C789 ’ ) ;
10 E min=min ( E dos ) ; E max=max( E dos ) ;
11 E dos t=l i n s p a c e (E min , E max , 500 ) ;
12 dos t=ze ro s (500 ,1 ) ;
13 f o r i =1:500
14 index=max( f i nd ( abs ( E dos−E dos t ( i ) )==min ( abs ( E dos−E dos t ( i ) ) ) ) ) ;




18 y0=2/hˆ3/ c ˆ2∗E high . ˆ 3 . / ( exp ( E high/kB/Ts)−1) ;
19 P high in=pi /2∗(1− cos (2∗ thetaS ) ) .∗ y0 ; % in c i d en t power spectrum of
above bandgap photons
20 y1=2/hˆ3/ c ˆ2∗E high . ˆ 2 . / ( exp ( E high/kB/Ts)−1) ;
21 JL high=q∗ pi /2∗(1− cos (2∗ thetaS ) ) .∗ y1 ;
22 P high out=JL high .∗V opt∗ f a c t o r ; % Power gene ra t i on by above bandgap
photons
23 lamda ph=x l s r ead ( ’ a n a l y s i s . x l sx ’ , ’ Sheet1 ’ , ’A2 : A435 ’ ) ∗1e−6; % sub−
bangap wavelength
24 E ph=h∗c . / lamda ph ; % photon energy below the bandgap
25 num4=length (E ph ) ; num5=5000;
26 abs Au=x l s r ead ( ’ a n a l y s i s . x l sx ’ , ’ Sheet1 ’ , ’B2 : B435 ’ ) ;
27 Prob=ze ro s (num4 , 1 ) ;
28 f o r j =1:num4
29 i f E ph ( j )<=phi B Prob ( j )=0;
30 e l s e
31 E=l i n s p a c e (0 , E ph ( j ) ,num5) ’ ; in tegrand=ze ro s (num5 , 1 ) ;
32 row 1=in t e rp1 ( E dos t , dos t ,−E) ;
33 row 2=in t e rp1 ( E dos t , dos t ,−E+E ph ( j ) ) ;
34 EDJDOS=row 1 .∗ row 2 ;
35 func 1=trapz (E,EDJDOS) ; po int=f i nd (E>phi B ) ;
36 in tegrand ( po int )=EDJDOS( po int ) ;




40 y2=2/hˆ3/ c ˆ2∗E ph . ˆ 3 . / ( exp (E ph/kB/Ts)−1) ;
41 P low in=pi /2∗(1− cos (2∗ thetaS ) ) .∗ y2 ; % in c i d en t power spectrum of sub−
bandgap photons
42 y3=2/hˆ3/ c ˆ2∗E ph . ˆ 2 . / ( exp (E ph/kB/Ts)−1) .∗Prob .∗ abs Au ;
43 JL low=q∗ pi /2∗(1− cos (2∗ thetaS ) ) .∗ y3 ;
44 P low out=JL low .∗V opt∗ f a c t o r ; % Power generated by sub−bandgap
photons
45 e ta h i gh=trapz ( E high , P high out ) / P to ta l ;
46 e ta low=trapz (E ph , P low out ) / P to ta l ;
47 eta=eta h i gh+eta low ;
48 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% data ex t r apo l a t i on %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
49 E ph f i na l=l i n s p a c e (min (E ph ) ,max( E high ) ,num2) ’ ;
50 l amda f i na l=h∗c . / E ph f i na l ;
51 P i n f i n a l=ze ro s (num2 , 1 ) ; P ou t f i n a l=ze ro s (num2 , 1 ) ;
52 index=max( f i nd ( abs ( E ph f ina l−Eg)==min ( abs ( E ph f ina l−Eg) ) ) ) ;
53 P i n f i n a l ( 1 : index )=in t e rp1 (E ph , P low in , E ph f i na l ( 1 : index ) ) ;
54 P i n f i n a l ( index : num2)=in t e rp1 ( E high , P high in , E ph f i na l ( index : num2) )
;
55 P ou t f i n a l ( 1 : index )=in t e rp1 (E ph , P low out , E ph f i na l ( 1 : index ) ) ;
56 P ou t f i n a l ( index : num2)=in t e rp1 ( E high , P high out , E ph f i na l ( index : num2
) ) ; % Power spectrum vs photon energy
57 f i g u r e
58 p lo t ( E ph f i na l /q , P i n f i n a l , E ph f i n a l /q , P ou t f i n a l ) ;
59 x l ab e l ( ’ Photon energy (eV) ’ ) ; y l ab e l ( ’Power spectrum ’ ) ;
60 P in lamda=P i n f i n a l .∗ E ph f i na l . ˆ2/h/c ;
61 P out lamda=P ou t f i n a l .∗ E ph f i na l . ˆ2/h/c ; % Power spectrum with
r e sp e c t to wavelength
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62 f i g u r e
63 p lo t ( l amda f i na l ∗1e6 , P in lamda , l amda f i na l ∗1e6 , P out lamda ) ;
64 x l ab e l ( ’Wavelength (um) ’ ) ; y l ab e l ( ’Power spectrum ’ ) ;
65 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
66 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’ bandgap (eV) ’ ) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ ,Eg/q ) ;
67 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’ Fermi l e v e l (eV) ’ ) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ , Ef/q ) ;
68 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’ above bandgap t o t a l e f f i c i e n c y ’ ) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n
’ , e t a h i gh ) ;
69 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’ sub bandgap t o t a l e f f i c i e n c y ’ ) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ ,
e ta low ) ;
70 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’ sub bandgap t o t a l e f f i c i e n c y ’ ) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ ,
eta ) ;
71 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’ wavelength (um) ’ ) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ , l amda f i na l ∗1
e6 ) ;
72 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’ i n c i d en t power spectrum ’ ) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ ,
P in lamda ) ;
73 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’ output power spectrum ’ ) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ ,
P out lamda ) ;
A.3 Energy Distribution of Hot Carriers in Materials
To calculate the hot carrier energy distribution, we need a xlsx file named
’data.xlsx’ to store the EDOS data of different materials. These data can be calcu-
lated by quantum mechanics first principle, or can be directly cited from literature.
1 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
2 f i d=fopen ( ’ r e s u l t . txt ’ , ’wt ’ ) ;
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3 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Parameters %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
4 h=6.626e−34; p i =3.1416; c=3e8 ;
5 q=1.6e−19; k=1.381e−23; T=300;
6 Ef=−5∗q ; %Fermi l e v e l , t h i s va lue i s not important in our c a l c u l a t i o n .
Only the r e l a t i v e energy to the Fermi energy w i l l be used .
7 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
8 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
9 E=x l s r e ad ( ’ data . x l sx ’ , ’ Sheet1 ’ , ’A2 : A789 ’ ) ∗q−Ef ; % r e l a t i v e energy to
Fermi l e v e l
10 dos=x l s r e ad ( ’ data . x l sx ’ , ’ Sheet1 ’ , ’C2 : C789 ’ ) ;
11 E min=max(min (E) ,−6∗q ) ;
12 E max=min (max(E) ,6∗q ) ; % r e s t r i c t the energy range between −6 eV to 6
eV .
13 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’ e l e c t r o n energy (eV) ’ ) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ ,E/q ) ;
14 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’DOS ( a . u . ) ’ ) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ , dos ) ;
15 num2=400;
16 lamda=1.5e−6; % 1 .5 um photon , t h i s va lue can be changed i f the
photon energy i s d i f f e r e n t
17 E ph=h∗c/lamda ; % photon energy
18 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’ wavelength (um) ’ ) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ , lamda∗1 e6 ) ;
19 prob h e=ze ro s (num2 , 1 ) ; % t r a n s i t i o n p r obab i l i t y f o r hot e l e c t r o n s
20 prob h h=ze ro s (num2 , 1 ) ; % t r a n s i t i o n p r obab i l i t y f o r hot ho l e s
21 i f E ph<=abs (E min )
22 E h e=l i n s p a c e (0 ,E max , num2) ; % va l i d range o f the hot e l e c t r o n
energy
23 e l s e i f E ph>abs (E min ) | | E ph<(E max−E min )
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24 E h e=l i n s p a c e (E min+E ph , E max , num2) ; % va l i d range o f the hot
e l e c t r o n energy
25 end
26 i f E ph<=E max
27 E h h=l i n s p a c e (E min , 0 , num2) ; % va l i d range o f the hot ho le
energy
28 e l s e i f E ph>E max | | E ph<(E max−E min )
29 E h h=l i n s p a c e (E min , E max−E ph , num2) ; % va l i d range o f the hot
ho le energy
30 end
31 f o r j =1:num2
32 i n d ex f=max( f i nd ( abs (E−E h e ( j ) )==min ( abs (E−E h e ( j ) ) ) ) ) ;
33 do s f=dos ( i nd ex f ) ;
34 f f =1/(exp ( E h e ( j ) /k/T)+1) ; % f i n a l s t a t e f o r hot e l e c t r o n
35 i n d e x i=max( f i nd ( abs (E−E h e ( j )+E ph )==min ( abs (E−E h e ( j )+E ph ) ) ) ) ;
36 do s i=dos ( i nd e x i ) ;
37 f i =1/(exp ( ( E h e ( j )−E ph ) /k/T)+1) ; % i n t i a l s t a t e f o r hot
e l e c t r o n
38 prob h e ( j )=do s i ∗ f i ∗ do s f ∗(1− f f ) ;
39 i n d e x i=max( f i nd ( abs (E−E h h ( j ) )==min ( abs (E−E h h ( j ) ) ) ) ) ;
40 do s i=dos ( i nd e x i ) ;
41 f i =1/(exp ( E h h ( j ) /k/T)+1) ; % i n t i a l s t a t e f o r hot ho l e
42 i n d ex f=max( f i nd ( abs (E−E h h ( j )−E ph )==min ( abs (E−E h h ( j )−E ph ) ) ) ) ;
43 do s f=dos ( i nd ex f ) ;
44 f f =1/(exp ( ( E h h ( j )+E ph ) /k/T)+1) ; % f i n a l s t a t e f o r hot ho l e
45 prob h h ( j )=do s i ∗ f i ∗ do s f ∗(1− f f ) ;
46 end
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47 norm e=max( prob h e ) ; norm h=max( prob h h ) ;
48 norm=max( norm e , norm h ) ; prob h e=prob h e /norm ;
49 prob h h=prob h h/norm ; % normal ize the d i s t r i b u t i o n func t i on
50 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’ hot e l e c t r o n energy f o r 1 . 5 um (eV) ’ ) ;
51 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ , E h e /q ) ;
52 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’ hot e l e c t r o n d i s t r i b u t i o n f o r 1 . 5 um ( a . u . ) ’ ) ;
53 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ , prob h e ) ;
54 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’ hot ho l e energy f o r 1 . 5 um (eV) ’ ) ;
55 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ , E h h/q ) ;
56 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’ hot ho l e d i s t r i b u t i o n f o r 1 . 5 um ( a . u . ) ’ ) ;
57 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ , prob h h ) ;
A.4 Metamaterial Parameter Retrieval
A.4.1 Lumerical FDTD Simulation to Obtain Scattering Parameters
1 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
2 run ; % run the s imu la t i on
3 f=getdata (” p r o f i l e ” ,” f ”) ; % get the f requency o f the l i g h t source
4 nf=length ( f ) ;
5 s e l e c t ( ” : : model ”) ;
6 diam 1=get (” diam 1 ”) ; diam 2=get (” diam 2 ”) ;
7 d=diam 1+(diam 2−diam 1 ) /2 ; % E f f e c t i v e th i ckne s s o f the SRR
8 %source po s i t i o n%=getdata (” source ” ,”y”) ; m=”T point ” ;
9 r e f r a c t i v e i n d e x 1=getdata (” R index ” ,” index x ”) ;
10 r e f r a c t i v e i n d e x 2=getdata (” T index ” ,” index x ”) ;
11 k1=2∗pi ∗pinch ( r e f r a c t i v e i n d e x 1 ) ∗ f /c ;
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Figure A.2: Lumerical FDTD simulation region of the SRR fiber. Light
is incident from above, from which the forward scattering parameters
can be obtained.
12 k2=2∗pi ∗pinch ( r e f r a c t i v e i n d e x 2 ) ∗ f /c ;
13 k=2∗pi ∗ f / c ;
14 %%% Get the l a r g e s t f i e l d component , i t w i l l be used to c a l c u l a t e the S
parameters %%%
15 Ex2=sum( abs ( getdata (” T point ” ,”Ex”) )ˆ2+abs ( getdata (” R point ” ,”Ex”) ) ˆ2) ;
16 Ey2=sum( abs ( getdata (” T point ” ,”Ey”) )ˆ2+abs ( getdata (” R point ” ,”Ey”) ) ˆ2) ;
17 Ez2=sum( abs ( getdata (” T point ” ,”Ez”) )ˆ2+abs ( getdata (” R point ” ,”Ez”) ) ˆ2) ;
18 component=f i nd ( [ Ex2 , Ey2 , Ez2 ] ,max ( [ Ex2 , Ey2 , Ez2 ] ) ) ;
19 i f ( component==1) { f i e ld component=”Ex” ;}
20 i f ( component==2) { f i e ld component=”Ey” ;}
21 i f ( component==3) { f i e ld component=”Ez ” ;}
22 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
23 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% S parameters c a l c u l a t i o n %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
24 mon pos i t ion=getdata (” T point ” ,”y”) ; % po s i t i o n o f the T monitor
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25 propagat ion l ength1=%source po s i t i o n%−d ; % d i s t anc e between source
and the MM
26 propagat ion l ength2=−mon pos i t ion ; % d i s t anc e between the MM and T
monitor
27 propagat ion phase=k1∗ propagat ion l ength1+k2∗ propagat ion l ength2 ; %
c a l c u l a t e accumulated phase from propagat ion l ength
28
29 S11=getdata (m, f i e ld component ) ; % denote r ep r e s en t t+ in S matrix
30 S11=pinch ( S11 ) ∗exp(−1 i ∗ propagat ion phase ) ;
31 m=”R point ” ;
32 mon pos i t ion=getdata (” R point ” ,”y”) ; % po s i t i o n o f the R monitor
33 propagat i on l ength=%source po s i t i o n%−d+mon posit ion−d ;
34 propagat ion phase=k1∗ propagat i on l ength ; % c a l c u l a t e wave vec to r from
length
35 S21=getdata (m, f i e ld component ) ;
36 S21=pinch ( S21 ) ∗exp(−1 i ∗ propagat ion phase ) ; % rep r e s en t r− in S matrix
37 p lo t ( c/ f ∗1e6 , abs ( S11 ) , abs ( S21 ) ,” wavelength/um” ,” abs (S) ” ,”S parameters ”)
;
38 l egend ( ” | S11 | ( t+) ” , ” | S21 | ( r−)”) ;
39 wr i t e (” r e s u l t . txt ” ,”Re( S11 ) ”) ;
40 wr i t e (” r e s u l t . txt ” , num2str ( r e a l ( S11 ) ) ) ;
41 wr i t e (” r e s u l t . txt ” ,”Im( S11 ) ”) ;
42 wr i t e (” r e s u l t . txt ” , num2str ( imag ( S11 ) ) ) ;
43 wr i t e (” r e s u l t . txt ” ,”Re( S21 ) ”) ;
44 wr i t e (” r e s u l t . txt ” , num2str ( r e a l ( S21 ) ) ) ;
45 wr i t e (” r e s u l t . txt ” ,”Im( S21 ) ”) ;
46 wr i t e (” r e s u l t . txt ” , num2str ( imag ( S21 ) ) ) ; % record the ampl itudes and
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phases o f the S−parameters
47 sw i t ch to l ayout ;
48 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Similarly, another two S-parameters (S12,S22) can be retrieved from the simu-
lation where light is incident from the backside. The compelete S-parameters should
be stored in an xlsx file named ’bianisotropic.xlsx’. The S-parameters will be used
in retrieving the effective parameters of an bianisotropic SRR.
A.4.2 MATLAB code for the Parameter Retrieval
1 f i d=fopen ( ’ r e s u l t . txt ’ , ’wt ’ ) ;
2 lamda=x l s r e ad ( ’ b i a n i s o t r o p i c . x l sx ’ , ’ Sheet1 ’ , ’A2 : A301 ’ ) ∗10ˆ(−6) ;
3 k=x l s r ead ( ’ b i a n i s o t r o p i c . x l sx ’ , ’ Sheet1 ’ , ’B2 : B301 ’ ) ;
4 d=250∗10ˆ(−9) ; % The th i ckne s s o f the SRR in t h i s case
5 S11=x l s r ead ( ’ b i a n i s o t r o p i c . x l sx ’ , ’ Sheet1 ’ , ’D2 : D301 ’ )+1 i ∗ x l s r e ad ( ’
b i a n i s o t r o p i c . x l sx ’ , ’ Sheet1 ’ , ’E2 : E301 ’ ) ;
6 S21=x l s r ead ( ’ b i a n i s o t r o p i c . x l sx ’ , ’ Sheet1 ’ , ’G2 : G301 ’ )+1 i ∗ x l s r e ad ( ’
b i a n i s o t r o p i c . x l sx ’ , ’ Sheet1 ’ , ’H2 : H301 ’ ) ;
7 S12=x l s r ead ( ’ b i a n i s o t r o p i c . x l sx ’ , ’ Sheet1 ’ , ’ J2 : J301 ’ )+1 i ∗ x l s r e ad ( ’
b i a n i s o t r o p i c . x l sx ’ , ’ Sheet1 ’ , ’K2 : K301 ’ ) ;
8 S22=x l s r ead ( ’ b i a n i s o t r o p i c . x l sx ’ , ’ Sheet1 ’ , ’M2:M301 ’ )+1 i ∗ x l s r e ad ( ’
b i a n i s o t r o p i c . x l sx ’ , ’ Sheet1 ’ , ’N2 : N301 ’ ) ;
9 %%%%%%%% Read the S−parameters from the x l sx f i l e.%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
10 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Calcu la te the e f f e c t i v e parameters %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
11 t rans =1./(2∗S11 ) .∗(1−S21 .∗ S12+S11 . ˆ 2 ) ;
12 n1=(−1 i ∗ l og ( t rans+1 i ∗ s q r t (1− t rans . ˆ 2 ) ) ) . / ( k∗d) ;
13 n2=(−1 i ∗ l og ( trans−1 i ∗ s q r t (1− t rans . ˆ 2 ) ) ) . / ( k∗d) ;
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14 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’ wavelength um ) ’ ) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ , lamda∗1 e6 ) ;
15 r e f r a=(imag ( n1 )>=0) .∗ n1+(imag ( n1 )<0) .∗ n2 ;
16 k s i=−( r e f r a . / ( 2∗ s i n ( r e f r a .∗ k∗d) ) ) . ∗ ( ( S21−S12 ) . / S11 ) ;
17 mu ef f=(1 i ∗ r e f r a . / s i n ( r e f r a .∗ k∗d) ) .∗((2+S21+S12 ) . / ( 2∗ S11 )−cos ( r e f r a .∗ k∗
d) ) ; % Permeab i l i ty
18 e p s e f f =( r e f r a .ˆ2+ k s i . ˆ 2 ) . / mu ef f ; % Permi t t i v i t y
19 z p l u s=mu ef f . / ( r e f r a+1 i ∗ k s i ) ;
20 z minus=mu ef f . / ( r e f r a −1 i ∗ k s i ) ; % The impedance in two d i r e c t i o n s are
d i f f e r e n t
21 f i g u r e (1 )
22 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’Re(n) ’ ) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ , r e a l ( r e f r a ) ) ;
23 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’ Im(n) ’ ) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ , imag ( r e f r a ) ) ;
24 p lo t ( lamda∗1e6 , r e a l ( r e f r a ) , lamda∗1e6 , imag ( r e f r a ) ) ;
25 x l ab e l ( ’ wavelength/um ’ ) ; y l ab e l ( ’n ’ ) ;
26 l egend ( ’ r e a l ’ , ’ imag ’ ) ;
27 f i g u r e (2 )
28 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’Re(mu) ’ ) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ , r e a l ( mu ef f ) ) ;
29 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’ Im(u) ’ ) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ , imag ( mu ef f ) ) ;
30 p lo t ( lamda∗1e6 , r e a l ( mu ef f ) , lamda∗1e6 , imag ( mu ef f ) ) ;
31 x l ab e l ( ’ wavelength/um ’ ) ; y l ab e l ( ’mu ’ ) ;
32 l egend ( ’ r e a l ’ , ’ imag ’ ) ;
33 f i g u r e (3 )
34 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’Re( eps ) ’ ) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ , r e a l ( e p s e f f ) ) ;
35 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’ Im( eps ) ’ ) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ , imag ( e p s e f f ) ) ;
36 p lo t ( lamda∗1e6 , r e a l ( e p s e f f ) , lamda∗1e6 , imag ( e p s e f f ) ) ;
37 x l ab e l ( ’ wavelength/um ’ ) ; y l ab e l ( ’ eps ’ ) ;
38 l egend ( ’ r e a l ’ , ’ imag ’ ) ;
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39 f i g u r e (4 )
40 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’Re( k s i ) ’ ) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ , r e a l ( k s i ) ) ;
41 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’ Im( k s i ) ’ ) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ , imag ( k s i ) ) ;
42 p lo t ( lamda∗1e6 , r e a l ( k s i ) , lamda∗1e6 , imag ( k s i ) ) ;
43 x l ab e l ( ’ wavelength/um ’ ) ; y l ab e l ( ’ k s i ’ ) ;
44 l egend ( ’ r e a l ’ , ’ imag ’ ) ;
45 f i g u r e (5 )
46 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’Re( z+) ’ ) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ , r e a l ( z p l u s ) ) ;
47 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’ Im( z+) ’ ) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ , imag ( z p l u s ) ) ;
48 p lo t ( lamda∗1e6 , r e a l ( z p l u s ) , lamda∗1e6 , imag ( z p l u s ) ) ;
49 x l ab e l ( ’ wavelength/um ’ ) ; y l ab e l ( ’ z+’ ) ;
50 l egend ( ’ r e a l ’ , ’ imag ’ ) ;
51 f i g u r e (6 )
52 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’Re( z−) ’ ) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ , r e a l ( z minus ) ) ;
53 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’ Im( z−) ’ ) ; f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ , imag ( z minus ) ) ;
54 p lo t ( lamda∗1e6 , r e a l ( z minus ) , lamda∗1e6 , imag ( z minus ) ) ;
55 x l ab e l ( ’ wavelength/um ’ ) ; y l ab e l ( ’ z− ’ ) ;
56 l egend ( ’ r e a l ’ , ’ imag ’ ) ;
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